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CHAPTER 1: Project Summary

Background

The Town of Biltmore Forest hired J.M. Teague Engineering & Planning (JMTE) to conduct a town-wide transportation study in order to identify challenges and opportunities while gauging residents’ opinions about transportation in the community.

Transportation is always a topic of diverse and passionate opinion. Whether or not those views are validated by data, they matter. It is always important to give people an opportunity to voice their concerns and enable them to share frustrations and creative ideas. Public input is always valuable, and can often inform municipal staff with essential information to steer policy changes, program implementation, and infrastructure investments. Qualitative data can also shed light on unexpected opportunities and lend credence to long-standing anecdotal testimony.

The study evaluates existing plans and reports from the Asheville area, assesses current conditions and trends, and incorporates input from community members to develop a summary of opportunities and challenges for transportation in Biltmore Forest. Recommendations focus on key locations and address concerns to enhance roadway safety for all users and improve the quality of life for residents and visitors. The purpose of this study and resulting recommendations is to focus on creating an overall safe roadway for all users while acknowledging the need for practical vehicular movement and effective traffic circulation. The study is designed help the Town of Biltmore Forest assess challenges, prepare for future scenarios, and provide the community with an opportunity to introduce fresh thoughts and perspectives while reinforcing what makes Biltmore Forest such a unique and special place to live, work, and play.

Study Objectives

- Research and catalog relevant existing plan data and recommendations.
- Collect and coordinate traffic-related community concerns.
- Provide recommendations to that promote safety for all roadway users.

Key Findings

- Residents like to walk and do so often along many roadways.
- Overgrown shrubs cause concern for visibility at driveways and intersections.
- Left turns onto and from Hendersonville Road are seen as dangerous.
- Construction and landscaping vehicles occasionally cause safety concerns.
- Residents have various concerns about Valley Springs Road.
**FIGURE 1 - RECOMMENDATIONS MATRIX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
<th>Cost Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Rethink the Busbee Road Interface with Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>Short- to Medium-term</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Study Valley Springs Road</td>
<td>Short- to Medium-term</td>
<td>$12,000 - $20,000 (depending on scope)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Limit Left Turns onto Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
<td>$10,000 per intersection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Add a Right Turn Lane on Eastwood Road</td>
<td>Medium- to Long-term</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Work to Fix the Blue Ridge Parkway Ramp</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Focus on the Edges</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Additional cost to regular repaving and restriping allocations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Establish a Traffic Calming Policy</td>
<td>Short- to Medium-term</td>
<td>$8,000 - $15,000 (or staff time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Provide Traffic Cones for Residents</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td>$3,000 (preliminary allocation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Install a Pair of Roundabouts at Town Hall</td>
<td>Medium- to Long-term</td>
<td>$700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Install a Series of Mini Roundabouts</td>
<td>Medium- to Long-term</td>
<td>$150,000 per mini roundabout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Develop a Recreational Trail Master Plan</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
<td>$30,000 - $40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Install Bike Racks</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td>$500+ per rack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Expand Brooklawn Park</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These recommendations are color-coded to reflect their overall feasibility (timeframe, cost, ease of implementation) where green is the most feasible, red the least, and yellow in between. The goal is to help the Town prioritize which recommendations to pursue first and allocate appropriate funding and resources for successful implementation.

Cost estimates were developed by consolidating estimates from prior engineering and planning studies, documentation by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), current market rates for roadway supplies, and the cost estimating tool from the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT).

3  **CHAPTER ONE : PROJECT OVERVIEW**
The Biltmore Forest Town-Wide Transportation Study is built upon a foundation of past transportation planning efforts in the region. This study considers key findings and recommendations of previously adopted plans that could affect the Biltmore Forest community’s traffic and transportation system overall. Relevant information is summarized on the following pages.

**French Broad River MPO Comprehensive Transportation Plan (2008; amended 2013)**

The French Broad River Metropolitan Planning Organization’s Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP) is a long-range multimodal transportation plan that assesses the MPO’s existing and future transportation needs including roadways, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, transit services, and freight considerations. The CTP is intended to ensure that the region’s transportation system is developed in a coordinated and efficient manner that anticipates future needs and minimizes negative impacts on communities, cultural resources, and the natural environment. By providing a consistent, comprehensive, geographical database of recommendations for all modes, the CTP helps elected officials, local planners, NCDOT engineers, and others to program and implement individual projects while considering potential interactions with other planned projects, regardless of mode.

Plan recommendations are based on forecasts of expected growth and development in the planning area, which includes most of Buncombe County, all of Henderson County, and portions of Madison and Haywood Counties, over the next 25 years. Recommendations are presented for three transportation elements through the Highway Map, Public Transportation and Rail Map, and Bicycle Map.

While the CTP does not address any roadways within the Biltmore Forest community, it acknowledges Hendersonville Road in several ways. First, it classifies Hendersonville Road as a major thoroughfare that needs improvement. It also identifies Hendersonville Road as a bus route that needs improvement and on-road bicycle route that needs improvement. The CTP recommends adding a new bus route that runs on Sweeten Creek Road from Rock Hill Road southward as a new bus route. Sweeten Creek Road is also mentioned as an on-road bicycle route that needs improvement. The CTP lists recommended, or considered but not recommended, projects. The following is a list of those projects that would most directly affect traffic into, out of, and proximate to Biltmore Forest.

**A19: US 25A (Sweeten Creek Road) – Rock Hill Road (SR 3081) to US25/NC 280**

*Purpose and Need:* South Asheville has grown rapidly in recent years and is expected to
experience continued growth. In 2005, ADT [Average Daily Traffic] for the roadway exceeded the daily capacity of the roadway and volumes are expected to increase noticeably in the coming years. This corridor provides the only alternative to US 25 which is frequently congested. There were several dozen comments received during the CTP process from area residents complaining about the inability to turn onto or off of US 25A and many had witnessed accidents or near accidents.

**Recommendation:** The corridor should be widened to four lanes with a median. There was strong citizen support for a landscaped median. This project has already been identified in the LRTP and the TIP as project U-2801. This project should be coordinated with bicycle improvements identified in the Asheville Comprehensive Bicycle Master Plan and Greenway Master Plan.

**A30: US 25 (Hendersonville Road) – I-40 to Mills Gap Road (SR 3116)**

**Purpose and Need:** This is the primary transportation corridor serving South Asheville and connecting it and the surrounding area to points north and south. Daily volumes in 2005 noticeably exceed the ultimate (LOS E) capacity and the corridor is subject to frequent, recurring congestion. Volumes are expected to remain high and travel along the corridor will become increasingly difficult as the intensity of development increases, particularly as there is no access management along the corridor. There are four intersections with high crash rates along this corridor.

**Recommendation:** In order to maintain an acceptable level of service along the corridor access management should be implemented along the corridor, including possible medians, driveway consolidation, etc. Additional spot intersection improvements may be warranted. This project should be coordinated with bicycle improvements identified in the Asheville Comprehensive Bicycle Master Plan and the Hendersonville Road Corridor Study.

**A48: US 25A (Sweeten Creek Road) – I-40 to London Road**

**Purpose and Need:** This facility provides an alternative access to Biltmore Village and will have additional mobility needs with the further improvements to Sweeten Creek Rd south of I-40. Volumes today exceed the ultimate (LOS E) capacity of the roadway and are expected to continue to do so in the future without improvements to the roadway.

**Recommendation:** In order to provide an acceptable level of service along the corridor turn lanes should be added at intersections or possibly a two-way left-turn lane installed for all or part of the corridor. Access management such as medians or driveway consolidation near points of congestion and adjacent to intersections may also be warranted. This project should be coordinated with bicycle improvements identified in the Asheville Comprehensive Bicycle Master Plan.

**A1, A2:** Open passenger rail and intermodal terminal at the Biltmore Station Shops in Biltmore Village

The extension of passenger rail service to the Asheville area will increase the long-distance
transportation options of persons to and from the region. Rail service would connect in Salisbury to existing Amtrak service and allow travel to Charlotte, Raleigh and beyond. The high-speed rail corridor passes through Salisbury as well, further reducing travel time to the entire eastern seaboard upon its completion. Passenger rail service would also serve tourists traveling to the region. Asheville Transit has considered the creation of a transfer center in Biltmore Village to serve the immediate vicinity and the Wilma Dykeman Riverway. By incorporating an intermodal transfer center, users of the rail station could easily connect to existing and planned fixed-route bus service to Asheville and across the region including Hendersonville and Waynesville.

**A9: Local bus service along US 25A (Sweeten Creek Rd) and US 25 (Hendersonville Rd) to Fletcher**

Travel along this corridor continues to increase and it is expected to experience significant development in the coming years. Bus service would enhance residents’ transportation options and could help to alleviate congestion along the roadway.

**ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT NOT RECOMMENDED:**

**Biltmore Village Bypass**

For many years, there have been discussions of a bypass around Biltmore Village, to reduce congestion by removing traffic from Brook Street, McDowell Street, Hendersonville Road, and Biltmore Avenue. Several alternatives were analyzed as part of the LRTP update in 2005, and results from the new travel demand model remain consistent with these assumptions and findings.

Several alternative routes were considered, all of which require a new bridge over the Swannanoa River, and at least one railroad overpass to connect Sweeten Creek Road with Swannanoa River Road (or a new facility) east of Biltmore Avenue.

While some of these alternatives have the potential to remove 4,500 or more vehicles from Brook Street each day, traffic reductions on Biltmore Avenue to the north and Hendersonville Road (US 25) to the south are insignificant (fewer than 500 vehicles per day [vpd]). Introducing grade-separated rail crossings would reduce train-related delays and eliminate potential crashes, but there are no other obvious traffic benefits to a Biltmore Village Bypass.

Undesirable traffic impacts include:

- Minor/moderate increases (500 – 2,000 vpd) on Sweeten Creek Road (US 25A).
- Minor/moderate increases (500 – 1,500 vpd) along portions of Caribou, London, and West Chapel Road.
- Minor/insignificant increases (<500 vpd) on McDowell Street (US 25) and Forest Hill Drive. Given the likely expense of this project and its potential for substantial disruption of the local community and natural environment, it is difficult to justify based on travel benefits.
Asheville in Motion Mobility Plan: City of Asheville Comprehensive Transportation Plan (2016)

Asheville in Motion (AIM) is the City of Asheville’s mobility plan. This Plan, adopted in 2016, consolidates a variety of modal plans into one cohesive strategy to be used in prioritizing transportation investments.

The Plan acknowledges that, by 2041, Asheville’s population will likely exceed 115,000, and thus, providing an effective and connected transportation system with multimodal options is critical to meeting the economic and social needs of the city’s residents, visitors, and other stakeholders. AIM seeks to provide strategies that yield travel mode shift, which translates into users moving away from individual motorized trips and towards incorporating walking, biking, and taking transit into their transportation patterns. While AIM promotes the pedestrian mode as the top modal priority, it also notes the importance of expanded transit service, safer bicycle infrastructure, and improved roads. Significant issues to mobility in Asheville include, but are not limited to, topographical constraints, scarce resources, and state/federal control of major thoroughfares.

AIM’s mobility strategy is comprised of four key components: framework plans, street type, community type, and blended typology. The street type component “creates a classification of roadways that balances and blends the relationship between transportation, local land use context, and urban form. AIM expresses this in a street type that relates the destinations served by the road to how people travel.”

Using this concept, AIM identifies Hendersonville Road as a Workhorse Street which is categorized as such due to its high traffic volumes, number of travel lanes (4+), and a functional classification as a principal/minor arterial roadway. AIM notes that Workhorse Streets “require safe separation between bicyclists/pedestrians and the travelway” and “accommodate traffic in and out of the city with connections to the transportation network.”

Most community types identified in the AIM plan proximate to Biltmore Forest are Suburban Centers/Corridors and Regional Centers/Corridors.
• **Suburban Centers and Corridors** serve the daily needs of nearby residents and tend to locate along roads with higher traffic volumes and near prominent intersections. These areas typically include multi-tenant strip centers and big box stores. Smaller professional offices not part of the city’s large medical campuses are included. Buildings typically are set back from the road behind large surface parking lots with limited connectivity between adjacent businesses.

• **Regional Centers and Corridors** attract people beyond Asheville for shopping, entertainment, and employment. These areas typically are large-scale, master planned developments built in phases with a mix of residential, non-residential, and civic uses. Regional Centers and Corridors are located near major highways to ensure ease of access for longer trips. These areas include major shopping centers, tourist attractions, office parks, and medical campuses.

• **Manufacturing, Logistics, and Aerospace** areas support large-scale manufacturing and production, including assembly and processing, regional warehousing and distribution, bulk storage, and utilities. These areas are found near major transportation corridors (highway or rail) and generally are buffered from surrounding development. Clusters of supportive uses or serve heavy industries are generally located nearby. The Asheville Regional Airport and adjacent supporting facilities are included.

AIM also identifies a list of projects “where ‘more’ complete streets designs could have transformative impacts on the community.” In the AIM context, ‘more’ complete streets are developed with context-sensitivity in mind. One such recommended project is the Biltmore Avenue segment that stretches from College Street south to All Souls Crescent: “This 1.7-mile connection is needed to improve north-south connectivity between Downtown Asheville, Lee Walker Heights, and Biltmore Village.” Recommendations include a road diet to accommodate 5-foot bike lanes, wider sidewalks, and limited curb cuts.
Living Asheville: City of Asheville Comprehensive Plan (2018)

Living Asheville was adopted in 2018 and is Asheville’s comprehensive planning tool to inform its future growth pattern. This comprehensive plan identifies a high-level vision for the City and establishes goals and priorities that guide future growth and development. It also serves as a basis for decision-making, problem-solving and policy development for the City over the next 10-20 years.

Six overarching themes emerged from the Plan: A Livable Built Environment, A Resilient Economy, Harmony with the Natural Environment, A Healthy Community, Interwoven Equity, and Responsible Regionalism. Each theme includes related topics, identified goals, and performance measures.

A Livable Built Environment acknowledges that transportation and land use are inseparable and includes specific transportation-related goals such as:

- Make streets more walkable, comfortable and connected
- Increase access to safe bicycling
- Improve the multimodal transportation system
- Improve transit service
- Build out the greenway network

Along with “increased mixed-use development along transit corridors” and “enhanced parking management strategies”, these goals apply directly to Hendersonville Road and its adjacent land use.

“With a national reputation and growth to prove it, Asheville is at the point where it cannot afford to embark on a planning cycle without prudent, collaborative decision-making that reflects on its role as part of a larger region. Hence the theme: Responsible Regionalism.”

While much of Living Asheville concerns Asheville-proper in particular, one of the goals housed under the Responsible Regionalism theme is “Enhance transportation to and from Asheville.” The overview of this goal is that strong transportation networks between regional destinations will benefit Asheville residents. Living Asheville acknowledges that commuting patterns across the WNC region are widespread, and thus, prioritizing the efficiency of all transportation modes will be crucial, especially as the region continues to grow.

Living Asheville leans into the connection between development and transportation. It calls for a new zoning category of “Transit-Supportive Center” featuring higher densities and walkable development patterns. Living Asheville identifies Biltmore Village as a “Town Center” able to support strong growth as Asheville’s population continues to increase in the future. The town center development pattern typically incorporates a compact urban street grid with smaller blocks in order to promote walkability.
with incentives for redevelopment within these established centers. Hendersonville Road is identified as a transit-supportive Urban Corridor with Town and Urban Centers in the Gerber Village area, Long Shoals Road (NC 146), and Mills Gap Road. The Plan calls for Hendersonville Road to shift to a multimodal, attractive urban boulevard, with bicycle and pedestrian connections between centers. Development along this corridor should encourage multi-story structures, with multi-modal access and transit facilities.

Other recommendations in the Plan include:

- Locate park-and-ride lots in strategic locations, proximate to high-frequency transit routes.
- Add pedestrian infrastructure at street crossings on major streets and where there are high volumes of traffic and pedestrians.
- Create dedicated bicycle lanes, preferred buffered or separated lanes where feasible.
- Encourage cross-access between parcels.
- Increase park-and-ride spaces throughout the corridor.

**French Broad River MPO 2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (2020)**

The French Broad River Metropolitan Planning Organization’s 2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) is a federally required plan for MPOs that looks 25 years into the future to prioritize transportation investments and planning efforts in the region. The MTP, overall, provides a snapshot of major planning factors and trends in the region, projected growth, planned investments, and a consideration of goals for improving the region’s transportation network.

The goals of the MTP include Addressing Congestion, Improving Safety, Improving Multimodal Transportation, Improving Transit, Protecting the Environment and Unique Places, Improving Freight Movements, and (new goal) Improving the Overall Equity of the Transportation Network.
The MTP notes the following existing trends and conditions:

1. The region is growing.
2. Roadway safety is a growing concern.
3. Roadway volumes are increasing, and overall system reliability is above targets.
4. Vulnerable users are an increasing concern.
5. Truck volumes continue to increase.
6. Resiliency is a major and growing issue in the region.
7. Transit demand is increasing.
8. Commuting in the region is changing rapidly.

The MTP notes that every jurisdiction within the MPO’s planning area has experienced an estimated increase in population between 2010 and 2018. Biltmore Forest grew 4 percent during that time period compared to Buncombe County increasing in population by 9 percent. South of Asheville has experienced even greater growth, with the Town of Fletcher growing 15 percent between 2010 and 2018. Such growth affects congestion and traffic volumes on roadways accessed by Biltmore Forest residents.

**FIGURE 4 - FRENCH BROAD RIVER MPO 2045 MTP GOALS**

The French Broad River MPO’s Metropolitan Transportation Plan includes eight key goals, focusing on safety, mobility, and accessibility.
“If construction or an accident causes severe congestion on I-26, there are few alternatives to continue northward travel through Buncombe County. NC 191 (Brevard Road) to the west of I-26, is a two-lane facility with already high-volumes that often lead to congestion during peak travel times. This corridor does not provide an ideal alternative to I-26 given its own congestion issues, as well as the limited number of intersections to access it. US-25 (Hendersonville Road) running parallel to I-26, is a five-lane facility but has similar issues as NC 191, and experiences major congestion during peak and non-peak travel times. Given the volume of commuter traffic traveling between Buncombe and Henderson counties, all these roadways experience problematic congestion with not enough options or capacity to alleviate it.”

The MTP provides corridor recommendations for Hendersonville Road, including a focus on access management, improved signal timing (for vehicles and EMS service), and encouraging transit and pedestrian-friendly activity centers through land use changes. Secondary recommendations include encouraging public transit use through park-and-ride opportunities and improved transit service and implementing a broader transportation demand management (TDM) strategy.

Projects relevant to Biltmore Forest that are included in the MPO’s prioritization process for horizon years 2040 and 2045 include:

- **HR-4516**: Access management with Complete Streets improvements on US 25 (Hendersonville Road) from Blue Ridge Parkway to NC 146 (Long Shoals Road).

- **HD-134517**: Access management with Complete Streets improvements on US 25 (Hendersonville Road) from I-40 to Blue Ridge Parkway.

- **HD-134519**: Modernization with Complete Streets improvements on Rock Hill Road from US 25 (Hendersonville Road) to US 25A (Sweeten Creek Road).

- **HD-134524**: Access management with Complete Streets improvements on US 25A (Sweeten Creek Road) from I-40 to Rock Hill Road.

- **HD-134525**: New roadway with Complete Streets improvements (Peachtree Road Extension) from US 25 (Hendersonville Road) to US 25A (Sweeten Creek Road).
City of Asheville Biltmore Avenue & McDowell Street Corridor Study (2021)

The Biltmore Avenue and McDowell Street Corridor Study set out to explore how feasible it would be to improve the bicycling, pedestrian and transit user environment along those two key north-south corridors in Asheville by reallocating some of the travel lanes away from vehicular travel lanes. The goal is to convert these corridors into complete streets.

Biltmore Avenue and McDowell Street are major north-south roadway corridors that connect downtown Asheville and Biltmore Village, while also serving as important gateways to Mission Hospital, Asheville High School, Asheville-Buncombe Technical Community College, and other key regional destinations. Biltmore Avenue and McDowell Street are NCDOT-maintained roadways, with McDowell Street carrying the US 25 designation through the study area.

The study identified existing congestion and roadway user delay issues that are present and are expected to get worse by the year 2045, especially at the southern end of the corridor and in Biltmore Village. When participants were asked about their top transportation issues for Biltmore Avenue and their top transportation issues for McDowell Street corridors, the same issues took the top three spots:

1. **Safety**: speeding, narrow lanes, visibility
2. **Pedestrian realm**: narrow sidewalks, sidewalk gaps, lack of safe crosswalks, ADA issues
3. **Bicycling conditions**: lack of safe bicycle facilities

Traffic congestion was also cited as an issue, more so on Biltmore Avenue and Biltmore Village in general.

Respondents were asked to come up with a future vision for Biltmore Avenue and McDowell Street. Respondents indicated they wanted to see:

- Bicycle and pedestrian improvements to make the corridor safe for non-motorists
- Improved roadway design and traffic management to allow for easier turning and traveling along the corridor
- Slower speeds
- Potential circulator or shuttle service to connect Biltmore Village to Downtown Asheville.

The study’s recommendations are centered around three key themes, or pillars, that emerged from the stakeholder engagement process, existing conditions review, and project analysis. These three pillars are: **Connect the Neighborhoods**, **Bike the Biltmore**, and **Keep Biltmore Moving**.

The planning study identified several intersections upgrades, bicycle and pedestrian improvements and additional follow-up studies that could be implemented as stand-alone projects separately from consideration for travel lane reallocation along Biltmore Avenue and McDowell Street. For the purpose of this study report, “reallocation” and “rebalancing” and both used to describe taking away one travel lane to devote that space to bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure or streetscape improvements. This converts the typical 4-lane
section to an imbalanced cross-section with two travel lanes in one direction and one lane in the other direction. Roadway widening was considered for short segments and for intersection improvements. The study presents three alternatives for travel lane reallocation

- **Alternative A:** Reallocating one travel lane from Biltmore Avenue from Caledonia Road to Southside Avenue
- **Alternative B:** Reallocating one travel lane from McDowell Street from Lodge Street to Southside Avenue
- **Alternative C:** Reallocating one travel lane from Biltmore Avenue and one travel lane from McDowell Street

McDowell Street ties into All Souls Crescent, which meets Hendersonville Road and Vanderbilt Road at a key intersection – perhaps the primary access point to Biltmore Forest. Each of the considered alignments would have a direct effect on general traffic circulation in the Biltmore Village area, but all three have been designed with additional intersection improvements to ensure that potential delay is maintained at manageable levels by 2045. Traffic conditions at All Souls Crescent/Vanderbilt Road/Hendersonville Road are already operating at Level of Service “F”, meaning the intersection currently sees considerable delay and queuing at peak hours (rush hour) in the morning and afternoon. Vehicular Level of Service (LOS) is rated on an “A” through “F” range, with “A” representing free-flow conditions and “F” as stop-and-go or gridlock conditions.

Most intersections in Biltmore Village are currently rated as LOS D-F, and all intersections are projected to be an LOS F by the year 2045. With proposed changes to both McDowell Street and Biltmore Avenue, LOS is projected to improve to a rating of “D” on Lodge Street in Biltmore Village by 2045, but will likely continue to operate at LOS “F” at the Vanderbilt Road entrance to Biltmore Forest. To improve the LOS at the intersection, Vanderbilt Road is proposed to be realigned to a new location south of the intersection (with conversion to right-in/right-out movement); this would impact the Double Tree by Hilton property parking lot. It would also impact Hendersonville Road by creating an additional connection to the roadway. Additionally, a second northbound through lane was analyzed to improve operations at the intersection. The second

**FIGURE 6 - BILTMORE & MCDOWELL LOS**

*Source: City of Asheville*

The Biltmore Ave & McDowell Street Corridor Study used pre-COVID travel volumes and assumed an eventual recovery to existing travel patterns and levels. These Levels of Service (LOS) show PM peak conditions predicted for 2045 if no changes are made to the roadways.
northbound through lane is proposed from Lula Street to the All Souls Crescent intersection. The additional through lane would require ROW acquisition extending from All Souls Crescent to Lula Street.

The Corridor Study also suggests studying the feasibility of realigning the existing marked crossing across Hendersonville Road at Vanderbilt Road to the existing island on the southwest corner of the intersection, modifying the island to include channels for pedestrian accessibility, adding a marked crosswalk across the channelized right turn, and adding warning signage. Moving the crosswalk to the “porkchop”-shaped island significantly shortens pedestrian crossing distances, reduces risk to a right-turning vehicle crash, and provides marginal improvements to the overall intersection’s performance.

Additionally, the Corridor Study recommends establishing a Biltmore Village Bicycle Gateway: installing bicycle parking, a micro-mobility station (e.g. e-bikeshare) and wayfinding on the northside of the railroad tracks at Hendersonville Road. This location would serve as a gateway for those on bicycle to dismount and lock their bicycles before entering Biltmore Village on foot given the lack of connected bicycle facilities. The project would likely necessitate coordination with private property owners to identify the most appropriate location. A recommendation for future study is widening the existing sidewalk along All Souls Crescent from Lodge Street to Vanderbilt Road to accommodate bicyclists, providing a connection for cyclists and pedestrians to Vanderbilt Road. Due to the constrained right-of-way, topography, adjacent historic properties, and involvement of multiple stakeholders and jurisdictions, this project would necessitate a detailed follow-up study. While these recommendations do not directly impact Biltmore Forest residents (at least not in the short-term), it does demonstrate the emphasis that the City of Asheville is placing on bicycling and investing in that infrastructure – a service to residents and an acknowledgement of its tourism potential.

Survey responses were not clear in a preference for a particular rebalancing approach, but more did favor focusing on Biltmore Avenue first, then considering changes to McDowell Street. It should be noted that some respondents did not support the proposed changes and urged the City to address more urgent concerns first. While many voiced support for
more bicycle and pedestrian safety, there were concerns about making congestion worse by reducing speeds and taking away vehicular lanes in exchange for bicycle infrastructure. The study recommends additional follow-up studies to explore elements that are more challenging to implement or require additional consideration before moving to construction and implementation. These future studies are important because they will detail implementation strategies, timelines, and budgets.

The following strategies from the Corridor Study focused on alternative transportation modes and Transportation Demand Management (TDM) for the Biltmore Estate, which could impact traffic in Biltmore Village and affect access to Biltmore Forest.

- Review ticketing location for needed modifications; since the Biltmore Estate ticketing point has been moved to the interior, there is a significant length of vehicular storage already allocated on site.
- Configuration of Biltmore Estate driveway travel lanes is recommended for further study to examine if restriping to add an additional exit lane might be feasible (to help the traffic exiting the Estate while making sure the entryway is easy to navigate for visitors entering Biltmore Estate).
- TDM measures that could be considered include the following:
  - Consider Biltmore Estate shuttles that would travel outside of the Estate to pick up visitors at downtown hotels and off-site parking areas.
  - Provide off-peak discounts to incentivize visitors to tour the Estate outside of peak days (pricing differences by season are already in place).
  - Allow bicycling and walking access to the estate for paid visitors, with incentives (such as discounted admission or other benefits).
  - Separate the cost of parking on Biltmore Estate grounds from the ticket fee.
  - Set up reserved admission times (if not already in place).
  - Continue to expand on-site accommodations/hotel options.
- Review Approach Road connection to Meadow Road for needed upgrades, to allow easier exit for peak demand periods via Meadow Road.
- Consider upgrading western access points from NC 191 (Brevard Road) at Jones Farm Road and/or Long Valley Road to allow visitors to utilize western access for key peak demand events, taking advantage of the existing bridge over the French Broad River near the Biltmore Estate Winery.

If the MPO, NCDOT, and the City of Asheville move ahead with considerations for the Biltmore Avenue and McDowell Street corridors, the Town of Biltmore Forest would benefit from representation at meetings throughout the planning and design processes. Improving pedestrian safety and access at the Vanderbilt Road/All Souls Crescent/Hendersonville Road intersection would benefit Biltmore Forest residents and anyone staying at one of the hotels in Biltmore Village or enjoying the other businesses. However, reconfiguring that intersection altogether could have a more drastic impact to Biltmore Forest residents and should be weighed with consideration to the importance of that access point to the town.
City of Asheville Hendersonville Road Corridor Study (2021)

The Hendersonville Road Corridor Study stakeholder groups identified key themes, including access management, network connectivity, mobility & safety, and mitigating the impacts from I-26 construction. Following these themes, the Corridor Study based its recommendations on several core principles:

- **Principle 1 - Safety for All:** Whether on two feet or two wheels, the notion that the corridor should be safe for everyone to move across and through is essential.

- **Principle 2 - Choices for All:** The vulnerability of bicyclists and pedestrians is high compared to automobile drivers and passengers. It is better to create an environment where walking and biking are not only encouraged but are the priority.

- **Principle 3 - A Better Fit for All:** Hendersonville Road can be transitioned into a Complete Street through re-purposing asphalt, better access management and development standards.

- **Principle 4 - A Place (and Space) for All:** Creating an aesthetic environment and enhanced beautification through the use of improved streetscaping details and repair/maintenance is vital to this objective. Just as important is creating attractive and convenient destinations along the corridor through placemaking and quality Urban design principles.

Survey respondents indicated a strong preference for a mix of uses in future development and redevelopment along the corridor. Respondents indicated the following transportation improvements for Hendersonville Road in order of preference:

1. Pedestrian facilities & sidewalks
2. Bicycle facilities
3. Greenways & trails
4. Intersection & traffic signals
5. Transit routes & stops
6. Connections to other roads
7. Road & bridge maintenance
8. Park-and-ride lots

**FIGURE 8 - HENDERSONVILLE ROAD CORRIDOR STUDY GOALS**

**ACCESS MANAGEMENT**
Poorly timed signals, lack of medians and numerous curb cuts all contribute to congestion, particularly south of the Blue Ridge Parkway.

**NETWORK CONNECTIVITY**
I-26, Hendersonville Road, and Sweeten Creek Road all influence each other, yet there is little east-west connectivity between them.

**MOBILITY & SAFETY**
Priorities between all modes must be rebalanced to better protect the safety of all. Poor design has led to congestion and dangerous conditions for all road users.

**MITIGATE I-26 IMPACTS**
Several years of upcoming construction will change travel patterns throughout South Asheville; Hendersonville Road must account for this shift.
The vision for this corridor places Hendersonville Road as the anchor for a vibrant, transit-supportive South Asheville. Plans call for a truly multi-modal workhorse corridor, moving users to and throughout South Asheville and the city-at-large through balanced means including motor vehicles, transit, bicycle and pedestrian. With walkable, higher-density communities lining the corridor, Hendersonville Road facilitates the connections between people and place that will realize Asheville’s greater community vision.

The Corridor Study notes that vehicle Level of Service is rated as “E” at the Blue Ridge Parkway access point on Hendersonville Road, particularly between Carolina Day School and Racquet Club Drive, where “high traffic volumes and poor access management lead to queuing and travel delays during peak demand periods.” With residential communities and the high-traffic commercial destinations further south, traffic entering from the Blue Ridge Parkway, the high number of uncoordinated signals and driveways are likely contributors to the high congestion in this area.

The Hendersonville Road Corridor Study looked at crash rates along the corridor, as well as sidewalk gaps and transit access, as an indication of unsafe design for current land use and transportation needs.
Recommendations for this area include improvements to the Hendersonville Road intersections with Eastwood Road and the Carolina Day School main entrance. This would include high visibility crosswalks, pedestrian signal countdowns, street trees, ADA curb ramps, and pedestrian-scaled lighting. The study also recommends a planted median along this stretch of Hendersonville Road. The study recommends a right-in/right-out configuration for both Blue Ridge Parkway access points. This would limit left-turn movements, which are often dangerous.

General policies for the Hendersonville Road corridor are to create higher density housing around urban/commercial centers, require plantings and landscaping for all new development, limit the number of driveways, and identify greenway opportunities.
Five core elements were identified to initiate the implementation process over the next five years:

1. Install a planted median from Blue Ridge Parkway to Long Shoals Road.
2. Build two-land roundabouts at Haywood Road and Lambeth Drive.
3. Build a 10-foot sidepath from Rock Hill Road to the Walmart Supercenter.
4. Make streetscape improvements from Lambeth Drive to Davis Grey Drive.
5. Provide financial incentives to businesses and developers to reinvest along Hendersonville Road.

Most recommended improvements focus on pedestrian crossings, a landscaped median, access management, and some bicycle and transit improvements. Total estimated design and construction costs for this 5-mile section of Hendersonville Road are approximately $22 million.
NCDOT STIP (2020-2029)
The North Carolina Department of Transportation State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) is a 10-year State and Federal-mandated plan that identifies the construction funding for and scheduling of transportation projects throughout the state. For the Biltmore Forest area, it is administered through the French Broad River MPO. While there are many planned projects for the Asheville area, these will have the most direct impact on Biltmore Forest and its residents.

- **STIP W-5813D**: Install curb ramps, sidewalk, and signal upgrades at the intersections of Hendersonville Road with All Souls Crescent and Lodge Street. Scheduled for construction in 2022.
- **STIP U-4739**: Widen Amboy Road and Meadow Road (SR 3556) to multi-lanes with a new bridge over the French Broad River. Construction is scheduled for 2029.
- **STIP U-5832**: Widen Swannanoa River Road (NC 81) from Biltmore Avenue (SR 3214) to South Tunnel Road (US 74A). Right-of-way acquisition scheduled for 2029.
- **STIP I-4400, I-4700**: Interstate 26 widening from Brevard Road in Asheville to US64 in Hendersonville.
- **STIP U-2801A**: Sweeten Creek Road from Rock Hill Road to Hendersonville Road. Planned for construction in 2027, this effort will see Sweeten Creek Road widened to four lanes, with a landscaped median, sidewalks and a shared-use path intersecting Hendersonville Road.
- **STIP U-5834**: Planned for construction in 2024, will widen Mills Gap Road to four lanes, with a landscaped median and sidewalks intersecting Hendersonville Road just south of Gerber Road.
- **STIP I-5889B, I-6063**: Pavement rehabilitation on I-40.

Some STIP projects will cause long construction delays and reroute traffic, while others will have a relatively quick, unimpactful turnaround. NCDOT funding is often delayed and, as such, some of these projects might be behind schedule or removed from the STIP list altogether. Following the planning process for state-funded transportation projects is a good idea for any municipality.
The City of Asheville is in the midst of a large project to update the City’s Greenway Plan (G), ADA Transition Plan* (A), and Pedestrian Plan (P) (*By ADA transition the plan is specifically looking at accessibility improvements within the rights-of-way on Asheville’s street network). The planning process, known as Close the GAP, will identify a network of the pedestrian, greenway, and accessibility networks for our community as well as programs and policies to support it. These plans were combined because the overall network will be stronger if greenways, ADA transitions, and pedestrian networks are planned at the same time.

This plan identified several corridors in Biltmore Forest that would benefit from pedestrian infrastructure:

- A continuous sidewalk or off-street path along Vanderbilt Road and Stuyvesant Road from All Souls Crescent to the Blue Ridge Parkway ramp – Tier 5.
- Robust sidewalks along the length of Hendersonville Road (including the Biltmore Forest side) – Tier 1.
- A short greenway trail segment along Busbee Road from Vanderbilt Road to Hendersonville Road.
- A short sidewalk or trail segment along Eastwood Road from Hendersonville Road to Hilltop Road – Tier 5.
- A rail-to-trail or rail-with-trail greenway along the existing railroad tracks roughly parallel to Hendersonville Road, with access at the Eastwood Road intersection.

The “Tier” system is a prioritization method, whereby Tier 1 is the highest priority. So, while Hendersonville Road ranks highly for needed pedestrian infrastructure, Vanderbilt Road and Stuyvesant Road are listed as Tier 5. This suggests that while some Biltmore Forest corridors are recommended for sidewalk and greenway improvements, they are not a high priority overall.

The Vanderbilt/Stuyvesant corridor is slated as a Tier 5 pedestrian priority, while greenways are proposed along Busbee Road and Eastwood Road to enable residents to safely access Hendersonville Road amenities on foot.
**Key Takeaways from Existing Plans**

The City of Asheville is in the midst of continued growth, and regional transportation systems will be affected. This includes Hendersonville Road, which all of Biltmore Forest’s access points (not counting the Blue Ridge Parkway). The City has adopted the Hendersonville Road Corridor Study and its recommendations to improve that road’s multimodal infrastructure and access management. The end result for the segment adjacent to Biltmore Forest will likely be a boulevard-style roadway, with a planted median. This means that left turns out of Busbee, Cedarcliff, Eastwood, and others will be limited due to safety concerns and that traffic should flow more freely between signalized intersections. Some key “nodes” at main intersections are envisioned as more urban areas, with a walkable mixed-use aesthetic. Overall, a Hendersonville Road improvement project will help drivers make safer decisions while having only a minimal effect on Biltmore Forest residents’ travel patterns. People may have to turn at a traffic signal, but this shift is unlikely to cause much consternation.

Ongoing and future large-scale construction projects may increase traffic on Hendersonville Road for some time, as I-26 and Sweeten Creek Road are widened and the untangling of I-26 from Patton Avenue and I-240 begins, people may decide to drive more frequently on Hendersonville Road - indeed, there are not many other workable alternatives. So, Biltmore Forest residents need to be aware that delays and closures in the Asheville vicinity could impact their daily commute, school, and errands. However, each of these roadway projects are designed to alleviate congestion, improve mobility, and help create a more functional system overall for projected population growth. Post-construction transportation should be better for all users.

**FIGURE 14 - I-26 CONNECTOR PROJECT MAP (NCDOT)**

*NCDOT’s Interstate projects will be under construction for years, with closures and work zones affecting traffic throughout the area for a decade or more.*
Biltmore Village is likely to see several changes in the coming years, though nothing near-term. The City of Asheville adopted the Biltmore Avenue & McDowell Street Corridor Study, which seeks to improve the efficiency of those roadways and enable better connectivity between Biltmore Forest and downtown Asheville, with the High School, A-B Tech, and Mission Hospital. There are likely to be pedestrian improvements for Biltmore Village in the short-term, such as safer crossings, longer signal timing, and some sidewalk and ADA accessibility treatments. The area is envisioned as a “Town Center”, with accommodations for walking and bicycling, and potentially even transit on the existing rail lines. As the City and NCDOT develop plans for the web of streets in Biltmore Village, this area should become safer to walk around and through traffic should see improvements as well.

The City is moving forward with plans for a greenway along Meadow Road and the Swannanoa River, which will link Biltmore Village to a broader network of bicycle commuters and recreational trail users. Visitors staying at nearby hotels will be able to walk to the River Arts District and people living in West Asheville would be able to safely get to a job on Tunnel Road by bike. This could spur additional development, with more hotels and apartments nearby, and more density in Biltmore Village.

**FIGURE 15 - SWANNANOA GREENWAY OVERVIEW MAP**

The future Swannanoa River Greenway could have a big impact on Biltmore Village. The City is swiftly moving forward with the Eastern Section and working with NCDOT to design the Central and Western sections.

These peripheral plans will affect Biltmore Forest over the coming years, but are unlikely to have a dramatic effect on transportation within the town. Construction on Hendersonville Road would have the most direct impact and residents should keep abreast of plans for that work, if funded.
The Survey

The project team developed a community survey to garner public input from residents about transportation in Biltmore Forest. The survey was made available both in print and online versions and advertised by the Town alongside the survey for the Town’s Comprehensive Plan project. Hard copies were available at Town Hall, while a link to the online survey was featured prominently on the Town’s website. The survey was available for one month between November and December 2021, resulting in 246 responses (approximately 15% of the total population).

Survey questions focused on perceptions about different modes of transportation in Biltmore Forest, ideas about safety, and commuting patterns. Twenty-four questions were developed, with inquiries about residents’ habits, preferences, and challenges, along with a few demographic questions and space to address additional topics that were not covered. Questions were structured so that responses provide the Town with a holistic picture of residents’ transportation perceptions and concerns to identify trends and work towards an overall vision for the future of Biltmore Forest’s transportation system.

Once the online survey was closed, the project team input all hand-written data from hard copies that had been dropped off at Town Hall. The responses were downloaded into a summary report and reviewed in their entirety, including all comments, to find commonalities, interesting ideas, and support for possible changes to the transportation system.

This information was pivotal in the analysis of existing conditions and formulation of recommendations for this study. Survey responses are provided on the next several pages.
1.) How do you typically use the Town’s streets? (select all that apply)

- **By car:** 99%
- **On foot:** 83.5%
- **By bicycle:** 29%
- **Other - Write In:** 2%

*NOTE: Write-in answers included golf carts.*
2.) Do you feel safe driving in Biltmore Forest?

- Lower speeds. Other drivers are generally respectful of the speed limit.
- For other drivers to drive predictably and safely.
- The police will come to help you if you have car trouble.
- Everyone follows traffic laws and signage.
- Roads are clean, well maintained, traffic laws are obeyed by other drivers, road design encourages attentive driving. Road signs are visible and clear.
- Other drivers are safe and responsible, and the speed limits are appropriate.
- Having pedestrians walking/running on the correct side of the street.
- All users of streets being alert, safe, and considerate.
- Speed is slow, cars keeping a safe speed. Proper signage.
- Knowing the police are monitoring the Town and enforcing speed limits.
- Cars AND pedestrians follow rules of the road.
- The streets are in good condition and well-marked with painted lines and adequate signage. I would say that some of them could use more lighting.
- Safe when driving means that all cars, bikers, walkers and impediments to traversing the streets can be seen. That is not always the case.
- Traffic laws are obeyed. Traffic lanes are clear of parked vehicles and debris. Bicyclists ride single file. Pedestrians walk on or near road shoulder.
- Slow speeds. Road shoulders are even with road.
- You have to really watch at 4 way stops. People don’t always stop.

NOTE: This represents a sample of responses for Question 3. For a complete list of write-in responses, please see the Appendix.
4.) Which access points do you use most often on your way OUT of Biltmore Forest? *(Ranked in order of frequency of use where 1 is the intersection used the most)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Overall Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Busbee Road at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanderbilt Road at All Souls Crescent</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Biltmore Village)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Ridge Parkway ramp at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browntown Road at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastwood Road at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedarcliff Road at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgefield Place at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Springs Road at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.) Which access points do you use most often on your way IN to Biltmore Forest? *(Ranked in order of frequency of use where 1 is the intersection used the most)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Overall Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vanderbilt Road at All Souls Crescent</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Biltmore Village)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busbee Road at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Ridge Parkway ramp at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browntown Road at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastwood Road at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedarcliff Road at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridgefield Place at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Springs Road at Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.) Do you avoid traveling on any specific roadways in Biltmore Forest due to safety or congestion issues? If so, please specify the

NOTE: This represents a sample of responses for Question 6. For a complete list of write-in responses, please see the Appendix.

- I am not comfortable walking or riding bicycle on Stuyvesant. We use Frith.
- When walking I feel a little weary about (a) the section of Vanderbilt between Town Hall and Rosebank Park, and (b) the section of Stuyvesant near the county club.
- Avoid Blue Ridge parkway at Hendersonville Rd. 5-6 PM
- Eastwood road is too congested, so yes, I avoid it.
- Vanderbilt Rd (between Biltmore Village and Town Hall) isn’t a safe place to walk.
- Avoid Stuyvesant because of excessive speed bumps.
- Exiting the Forest from Eastwood Rd at peak hour is a nightmare.
- Left Exiting Browntown Rd. Due to traffic. Cedarcliff entrance/exit due to visibility and exposure to Hendersonville Rd. Traffic.
- Turning left off Hendersonville Rd. (while headed North) onto the Blue Ridge Parkway is a very dangerous venture.
- The light at Valley Springs is extremely long when leaving Biltmore Forest. Currently only 4 cars can safely traverse the intersection.
- I don’t make a left from Cedarcliff onto Hendersonville Road.
- Valley Springs Road and Chauncey Circle has no stop sign.
- The Deerfield - Browntown intersection is particularly unsafe because it is a blind intersection, on a curve, over the crest of a hill
- Walking on Browntown, Busbee and Stuyvesant is dangerous.
- I don’t turn left from Browntown because its safer to go to Busbee.
- I avoid turning from Chauncey Circle onto Valley Springs from the SW corner because of poor visibility of traffic approaching from the left.
- I avoid walking on Busbee between Vandy and HVL Rd, and Stuyvesant from #1 to top of that hill. Blind due to always-overgrown vegetation.
- I avoid the intersection of Cedarcliff and Hendersonville Road when I am going out. The sign says no right turn and the left turn feels dangerous to me.
- The Vanderbilt Stuyvesant intersection is dangerous and needs 4 way stop signs. Vanderbilt at Busbee; Stuyvesant at Hilltop; Left turn of Stuyvesant getting to Hendersonville Rd; Curve of Stuyvesant Road by Park
- Vanderbilt Rd south from Biltmore Village is dangerous for cyclists because cars/trucks pass on the curves.
- Don’t like walking on Busbee--need sidewalk from Vanderbilt to Hendersonville Rd
- Cedarcliff Road @ Hendersonville Road--difficult in and out during peak traffic.
- Eastwood in the late afternoon - light takes a long time w not all cars clearing the light.
- Turning left onto Hendersonville Rd from Browntown during higher traffic times.
- Avoid going in and out Ridgefield due to traffic congestion, safety.
- I try to avoid turning left onto Hendersonville Rd from Browntown - for both the sanity of those behind me as well as my own safety.
- I walk around town quite often and, depending on the time of day, will avoid Stuyvesant and Vanderbilt due to heavy traffic and speeding vehicles.
- Don’t use cedar cliff to exit to Hendersonville Rd....its dangerous.
- Browntown Road has become a nightmare to exit because we allow left hand turns! We tend not to walk on Busbee, Vanderbilt, or Stuyvesant
7.) Do you feel that construction/landscaping vehicles pose a specific concern for roadway safety? If so, please specify your concern.

*NOTE: This represents a sample of responses for Question 7. For a complete list of write-in responses, please see the Appendix.*

- They are often on the road but the “forest” needs care they provide.
- These are indeed the greatest hazards, but I don’t think there’s a grand solution to them except talking to them when they’re particularly poorly parked.
- Only when they park in the roadway on a blind turn
- Yes! They park on the street while working on homes which hinders visibility. They also drive way too fast.
- If they’re parked along a major road like Vanderbilt, yes. This could be mitigated by better use of reflective triangles.
- Of course with some narrower roadways one must be careful when passing the commercial vehicles, but that is not an unreasonable requirement.
- Keep police patrolling for problematic areas instead of some new ordinance.
- I don’t feel that construction vehicles pose a roadway safety issue but I wish construction traffic entering the Ramble wouldn’t pass through town.
- Landscape more than construction. Trucks with trailers should park in a driveway.
- The worst streets are where houses are closer together.
- Yes. For instance when landscapers are blowing leaves they have on ear protectors and cannot hear when traffic is coming.
- There should be a limit to the number of constructions vehicles on site at any one time. I’ve counted 15 trucks parked around a new construction.
- Yes. I would like to see warning markers placed early on roadways.
- No and their presence is a necessity.
- Rarely, there are landscaping vehicles with trailers blocking significant parts of lanes, but for the most part I don’t think they are a big concern
- Overall, not in particular, but from time to time I feel that they could have been parked in a less obstructive location and away from blind intersections - they should also set out traffic cones or other warnings for approaching traffic. Most appear more considerate than the rest of traffic in my experience
- Yes, at times. Some go too fast, but also some go very slowly and back up traffic. Some are considerate and pull over to let traffic pass. Also, some who are working after dark need to provide more light and reflectors so that drivers can see them.
- Construction/landscape vehicles have an important role in Biltmore Forest. They usually have to occupy a lane. Yes, these vehicles block appropriate two way traffic and make it difficult to see oncoming traffic. Also, pose a threat to walkers forcing them to walk on the wrong side of the road.
- There are times when roads can be completely blocked by construction and landscaping vehicles making it difficult if not impossible to pass. More importantly it makes it difficult for emergency vehicles.
- Landscaping vehicles aren’t an issue for me since they are in and out. Construction vehicles are often overwhelming by their sheer number and length of presence.
- I respect these workers and they tend to be very careful and thoughtful.

50% of survey respondents have concerns about construction/landscaping vehicles.
8.) Would you support having a roundabout at key intersections in town?

![Pie chart showing support for roundabouts in Biltmore Forest.]

- **Yes**: 25%
- **I would need more information to decide**: 44%
- **No**: 31%

1/3 of survey respondents don’t like the idea of roundabouts in Biltmore Forest.

9.) How often do you walk in town? *(This includes use of a mobility device such as a wheelchair)*

![Pie chart showing walking frequency.

- **Everyday**: 45%
- **Once or twice a week**: 37%
- **A few times a month**: 12%
- **Rarely**: 5%
- **Never**: 1%

82% of survey respondents go for a walk at least once or twice a week.
10.) When you walk, which streets in Biltmore Forest do you walk along the most?

**NOTE:** This represents a sample of responses for Question 10. For a complete list of write-in responses, please see the Appendix.

- Vanderbilt Road
- Forest Road
- Stuyvesant Road
- Busbee Road
- Hilltop Road
- Park Road
- Cedarcliff Road
- Buena Vista Road
- Southwood Road
- White Oak Road
- Brookside Road
- Greenwood Place
- Browntown Road
- Westwood Road
- Lone Pine Road
- Hemlock Road
- Cedar Hill Drive
- Amherst Road
- Eastwood Road
- Cedar Chine
- East Forest Road
- Chauncey Circle
- Brookline Chase
- Deerfield Road
- Fir Tree Lane
- Valley Springs Road
- Holly Hill Road
- Frith Drive
- Stuyvesant Crescent
- Niagara Drive
- Greenwood Road
- Ridgefield Place

Vanderbilt Road, Stuyvesant Road, and Forest Road all see a lot of pedestrian traffic.
11.) For what purpose(s) do you walk in Biltmore Forest? (select all that apply)

NOTE: Write-in answers included walking babies in a stroller, physical therapy, and getting to Town Hall.

12.) Which of the following destinations do you walk to from home? (select all that apply)

Write-in Answers:
- Town Hall
- Dog Walking
- The pond on Brooklawn Chase
- Mountains-to-Sea trail
- No specific destination
- Recreation/exercise
13.) Do you feel safe walking in Biltmore Forest?

- 86% of survey respondents often or always feel safe walking in town.

14.) What does it mean to feel safe when walking?

NOTE: This represents a sample of responses for Question 14. For a complete list of write-in responses, please see the Appendix.

- Cars are driving slowly and with high awareness of pedestrians.
- Speed bumps on Eastwood Rd and other busy streets
- I feel safe most of the time...not always or often. Around 95% of the time.
- Not worried that a car is flying down the road which might hit my children or pet.
- Cars obeying speed limit, attentive and aware, and give pedestrians adequate space.
- You don’t have to worry about an inattentive or speedy driver running you over! And
- Physical safety due to traffic, road layout, etc.; and personal safety related to my ability to walk alone without worrying about being bothered or harmed.
- Driver awareness; observance of speed limits
- Not having to “dive” for the grass to avoid approaching vehicles.
- Vehicular traffic that is aware of walkers - follow speed limits and move over for walkers that are in the road or on the shoulder. Police can help.
- I don’t worry too much about getting run over. But I do often worry about my child riding their bike in the neighborhood.
- I wish we had sidewalks or designated walking lanes on the road. Shoulders of the roadway should be filled periodically to prevent drop-offs.
- To feel comfortable that I am not at risk - and our dogs are not at risk - of being hit by a speeding, distracted driver.
- Speed limits, road shoulders; Good visibility and slow traffic.
• Cars slow down when they approach us (particularly with children).
• That there is space for pedestrians AND cars.
• Cars obeying speed limit, feeling safe around curves, cars move over to give pedestrians space.
• We feel very comfortable that the overall majority of drivers maintain the posted speed limits which we feel are appropriate for the roadways. We are also thankful for the constant police patrols.
• Roads well maintained. Drivers paying attention/not speeding. Space to step off of the road when a car approaches.
• Alert and courteous drivers who move over. Generally true.
• Alert drivers, shoulders to retreat to, good police presence.
• I think the safety concern is getting hit by a car. Otherwise I feel safe
• Clear areas to walk; drivers drive cautiously
• Being alert and watching oncoming traffic; Walking facing traffic.
• Car speed is appropriate, dogs are on a leash, bikes are not speeding, and I know that the police are nearby patrolling.
• It means I’m not fearful of being struck by a reckless or inattentive driver, or bicyclist, and dog walkers have their dogs on leash and under control.
• Biggest concern is whether automobiles see me since there are no sidewalks.
• Having a place to walk without fear of being run over by a vehicle. Knowing that BF is a safe community with an excellent police department. Access to well lit streets.
• Knowing that oncoming cars are adhering to the speed limit and most walkers face oncoming traffic.

15.) What factors discourage you from walking in Biltmore Forest? *(Ranked where 1 is the most discouraging factor)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Overall Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of sidewalks/trails</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy or high-speed traffic</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangerous/distracted motorist behavior</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction/landscaping vehicles</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of street lighting</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsafe intersections/crossings</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few destinations within walking distance</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal safety concerns</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16.) Which of the following improvements would encourage you to walk more often? (select all that apply)

- Designated walking trails (61.5%)
- Easier access to Hendersonville Road businesses (12%)
- Traffic calming street designs (34%)
- Improved visibility/lighting (31.5%)
- Other - Write In (30.5%)

**Question 16 Write-in Comments:**

- Sidewalks
- sidewalks
- None
- (comment from #15: We do not need more street lights--perfect # as is; Comment from #16:it would be hard to cross Hendersonville Rd. anyway
- A pedestrian path connecting Biltmore Forest Ramble to rest of Biltmore Forest without having to cross Blue Ridge Parkway
- Biltmore Forest becoming a gated community
- Closing off ridgefield, to make it safe to walk
- Crosswalks might help with signs for pedestrian crossing, especially on Stuyvesant at Southwood.
- Don’t change anything. No need for sidewalks that would mean sacrificing trees. Less is more.
- Gated entrance to the neighborhood with an armed guard
- Gated to know who is coming in and out if neighborhood
- Have always thought a sidewalk on Stuyvesant road from Browntown to Southwood would increase safety. Club traffic, tight curve etc is dangerous, as we have already seen. Only on 1 side
- I do not walk
- I do not walk at night because of lack of visibility but I also love how dark it is at night so I am willing to limit my walking to day time
• I feel pretty safe in BF
• Increased visibility would come from uniform levels of vegetation trimming. Vegetation can swat passing cars in some spots.
• Less cyclists that do not live in our neighborhood/do not follow posted ordinances, possibly a sidewalk on Vanderbilt would help!? 
• Monitoring driving speed
• More speed limit signs & enforcement
• More trimming of line of sight to see further
• More white lines on roads; more people driving on 'my' side of the road, especially on curves; It is a mess and is dangerous especially the park on Brooklawn Chase and Hemlock road
• N/A
• NONE
• No changes needed.
• No improvements needed.
• None needed
• None of the above
• None of the above-I am careful and we do live in a forest where curvy roads are part of the charm.
• Not necessary
• Pedestrian walk on one side of Vanderbilt/Stuyvesant
• Prefer things as they are.
• Side walks
• Sidewalk on Vanderbilt
• Sidewalks
• Sidewalks on two busiest streets: Vanderbilt and Stuyvesant
• Sidewalks wide enough for two people to walk side by side
• Slow down! Respect walker safety.
• Speeding motorist
• The neighborhood being gated
• Video cameras at busy intersections
• Visibility is more important than lighting as I don’t walk in the dark.
• Walking conditions are already perfect. No recommendations for change.
• courteous neighbor/kids
• enforcement of the towns traffic ordinances and speed limits
• greater speed enforcement
• none of these really
• sidewalk along Vanderbilt Rd
• speed enforcement on Valley Springs Road
• stop speeding cars and have motorists adhere to the three foot rule and/or slow down
• town right of way along the road is clear and walkable
• walking/biking designations on the 3 busiest streets
• we don’t have a strong deterrent to walking but neighbors not messing with their phones while driving would be good.
17.) What is your level of support for a natural surface (unpaved) trail system for Biltmore Forest residents?

67% of survey respondents are open to having a trail system in town.

18.) How often do you ride your bicycle in town?

2/3 survey respondents rarely or never ride a bicycle.
19.) Which areas of focus are most important for a successful roadway network in Biltmore Forest? *(Ranked where 1 is the most important)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Overall Rank</th>
<th>Rank Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensuring safety for all users (pedestrians, bicyclists, cars/trucks)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lowest Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining tress and landscaping along streets</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Highest Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pursuing traffic calming methods (e.g., speed humps)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving access to Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20.) Is there something you’d like to fix about transportation/traffic in Biltmore Forest that wasn’t covered in previous questions?

*NOTE: This represents a sample of responses for Question 19. For a complete list of write-in responses, please see the Appendix.*

“I wish there were sidewalks along a couple of busy sections of streets with poor visibility.”

“I prefer paths to concrete sidewalks, the roundabout concept instead of stop signs.”

“I would like to see more bus shelters along Hendersonville Road.”

“Roundabout at Vanderbilt/Busbee intersection would make sense.”

“Many damaged and dying trees along roads that I feel could fall down.”

“More stop signs.”

“Hedges blocking visibility at intersections.”

“Please put a stop sign at Valley Springs Road and Chauncey Circle!”

“Consider speed cameras if police enforcement is not practical or possible.”

“Roundabout at Vanderbilt/Busbee intersection would make sense.”

“Please get residents to cut back foliage hanging over the road--line of sight needs to be clear.”

“Reflective clothing!”
21.) How old are you?

- 75+ years old: 17%
- 65-74 years old: 35%
- 55-64 years old: 22%
- 45-54 years old: 17%
- 35-44 years old: 8%
- 25-34 years old: 1%

52% of survey respondents are 65+ years old.

22.) If you work outside the home, how do you commute most days?

- Drive: 47%
- Not applicable: 53%
- Bicycle: <1%

Essentially all survey respondents working outside the home get to work by car.
23.) If you have children in the household, how do they get to/from school most days?

- Drive 28%
- Walk 2%
- Bicycle <1%
- Bus 1%
- Not applicable 69%

Most survey respondents do not have school age kids at home.

24.) How did you hear about this survey?

- Saw a flyer 2.8%
- Word of mouth 12.1%
- Town website 16.7%
- Town newsletter/mailer 53.5%
- Other - Write in 33.5%

NOTE: Most write-in answers stated that people heard about the survey via the Town’s direct text/phone messaging service.
The Online Mapping Tool

The survey was complemented by a customized interactive online mapping tool that allowed users to identify barriers, problems, and safety concerns by adding geographic points and comments. This interactive map provided multiple ways for Biltmore Forest residents to provide their input about transportation in the community.

Residents were instructed to either draw a line or add a point - with different categories for each. Once a point or line had been drawn, more information could be added about the issue, idea, or opportunity shared. In addition, comments could be added to existing points and lines.

Public Input Takeaways

Survey input and comments on the online map provide a glimpse into Biltmore Forest residents’ concerns about traffic and transportation overall, offering some solutions for particular issues and specific locations. General feedback reflects a desire to make Biltmore Forest streets safer for all users, without changing so much that it affects the town’s unique aesthetic and quiet, historic charm.

---

KEY TAKEAWAYS

- Visibility is an issue (keeping hedges trimmed and wearing reflective clothing).
- Left turn movements onto Hendersonville Road are dangerous at unsignalized intersections.
- A designated walking trail would be welcome.
- Police patrols (for speeding and general safety) are seen positively.
- Don't neglect Valley Springs Road.
FIGURE 17 - ONLINE MAPPING TOOL COMMENTS
“Adding ‘cross traffic does not stop’ is good idea.”

“Lots of runners/walkers/bikers along this road.”

“Very dangerous to attempt a left turn on to Hendersonville Road here.”

“Long straight stretch of road combined with lost Biltmore traffic results in high speeds.”

“Busbee and Cedarcliff traffic should be strictly residential. Biltmore Estate traffic should be through main gate and not the old original gate.”

“Traffic is 35-45 mph often.”

“It’s very hard to see cars coming at this intersection.”

“Right turn only (period)!”

“Good candidate for a traffic circle ... keep all roads moving.”

“Blind intersection.”

“Speeding on Stuyvesant Road ... Traffic ignoring the stop sign at intersection.”

“Confusing intersection.”

Points

Safety Concern

Intersection Improvements

Recommended Trail

General Comment or Idea

Routes

Where Do You Walk?

Where Do Cars Speed?
“Would love to see a bench here.”

“Walking trail needed.”

“Drivers cut this corner turning down Greenwood.”

“Speeding.”

“Walking trail.”

“Consider purchasing empty lots for use as a park with trails.”

“This road has a ‘No Construction Vehicles’ sign posted but it is not heeded.”

“Visibility is difficult for walkers and intersection traffic.”

“Speeding creates a hazard for pedestrians.”

“The light is too short ... Need a better algorithm for this traffic signal.”

“Should be right turn only onto Hendersonville Road.”

“Install a median on Hendersonville Road and make both Parkway exit/entrances right-in, right-out only.”

“Speeding by both residents and contractors is quite common.”

“Speeding by both residents and contractors is quite common.”

“Drivers cut this corner turning down Greenwood.”

“Should be right turn in/right turn out only.”

“Walking trail needed.”

“Walking trail.”

“Where Do You Walk?”

“Where Do Cars Speed?”

“Recommended Trail”

“Points”

Safety Concern

Intersection Improvements

General Comment or Idea
The purpose of this study is to provide a range of tools that the Town of Biltmore Forest can use to address safety concerns along its primary roadways and intersections, addressing public concerns and taking into account implications from existing studies, plans, projects, and NCDOT traffic projections.

Biltmore Forest’s entire eastern edge aligns with Hendersonville Road and all entry and exit points to the town rely on Hendersonville Road. The Blue Ridge Parkway access area will also be affected by any future changes to Hendersonville Road. The French Broad River MPO’s 2021 Hendersonville Road Corridor Study highlighted several priorities for improving the transportation infrastructure along this major roadway (see Figure X below). These are important because they reflect an overall need for more effective intersections, better pedestrian access via sidewalks and trails, and a safer system for all users. These priorities coincide with many of the recommendations in this chapter and will support proposed changes to Biltmore Forest’s transportation system.

**FIGURE 20 - TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS FOR HENDERSONVILLE ROAD, RANKED (1 = MOST IMPORTANT)**

1. Pedestrian facilities & Sidewalks
2. Bicycle Facilities
3. Greenways & Trails
4. Intersections & Traffic Signals
5. Transit Routes & Stops
6. Connections to other roads
7. Road & Bridge Maintenance
8. Park-and-Ride Lots

Source: French Broad River MPO
Annual average daily traffic (AADT) is an approximation of the daily number of vehicles on a roadway segment. The AADT is calculated by the total volume of vehicle traffic on a roadway for a year divided by 365 days. This number is used in transportation planning and engineering as an indicator of overall capacity under current conditions and can demonstrate traffic volume trends and help make forecasts of future demand.

With about 30,000 cars per day traveling along Hendersonville Road, the corridor plays a crucial role for the Biltmore Forest community. Impacts from cut-through traffic, delays at traffic signals, and risky left turns are all part of residents’ daily transportation decisions. NCDOT and the City of Asheville seek to make the corridor safer and easier to use for bicyclists and pedestrians, while also more efficient for cars, buses, and trucks. These eventual changes, along with recommendations from this chapter, mean that transportation in Biltmore Forest will look different in years to come.
There are four traffic signals that provide Biltmore Forest residents access to Hendersonville Road.

Many of Biltmore Forest’s intersections are controlled by stop signs, though only a few are all-way stops. The recent conversion of the Cedarcliff and Vanderbilt Road intersection to an all-way stop has made it safer and helped bring speeds down in the area.

Several “yield” approaches are confusing, though often in low volume areas so not considerably dangerous.

Recommendations in this study reflect a need to rethink some of the intersections in town, limiting left turns and adding roundabouts at key locations.
Transportation considerations were developed from public input (both the survey and the online mapping tool), field observations, Town staff expertise, and takeaways from the existing plan review. These observations are depicted in the Opportunities & Challenges Map, highlighted over the next few pages. Notes from this map became the basis for final recommendations.

This chapter presents recommendations for the Town to consider and implement as funding becomes available and based on consensus between the Board of Commissioners, Town staff, consultants (if needed), and residents. Each recommendation is provided to offer a benefit to the community with varying degrees of effectiveness. Selection of final recommendations were selected with multiple goals in mind and weighted based on the following four criteria: Do the recommendations improve safety? Does it enhance mobility? Is it relatively feasible? Will it benefit the community and contribute to a sense of place?
The City of Asheville and NCDOT plan to eventually reconfigure several intersections in Biltmore Village (including All Souls Crescent and Vanderbilt Road, which is highlighted in a recently adopted corridor study as in need of pedestrian safety improvements and an extra northbound vehicular travel lane). Construction and final designs could affect ingress and egress here, one of the residents’ primary access points to the town.

This is a logical terminus for a town-wide walking trail and could include amenities like a park bench, trail system map, doggie bag station, etc. The Vanderbilt Road bridge over I-40 does not have safe pedestrian facilities, so any extension of a Biltmore Forest trail beyond this point would require construction of a new bridge.

The Cedarcliff Road intersection with Hendersonville Road has some sight distance challenges and can be dangerous when attempting left turns, especially by wide landscaping or construction vehicles.

When the Biltmore Estate main entrance is closed, visitor traffic comes through this alternate entrance, temporarily increasing the number of vehicles within Biltmore Forest.

This intersection would benefit from a “Cross Traffic Does Not Stop” sign for drivers on Busbee Road approaching Vanderbilt Road. A longer-term solution would be to install a roundabout, which would mitigate confusion about who needs to yield, ensure safer speeds, allow U-turn access to Town Hall, and provide an opportunity for a gateway sign or monument. An All-Way Stop could be used as an interim safety measure.

This area is unnecessarily confusing, and the southern portion is unnecessary. A redesign of the area could eliminate the southern access altogether (while adding a dedicated right-turn-only lane to the northern access), keeping all drivers at the signalized intersection and opening space for park amenities, gateway signage, and pedestrian connectivity.

This five-pronged intersection is confusing. The blind curves and minimal signs limit drivers’ ability to safely turn and create uncertainty about yield behavior. A roundabout would make navigating this area much safer and easier to understand, while also enabling people leaving the Town Hall area to make a proper U-turn to head back north on Vanderbilt Road.

Full access to and from Hendersonville Road from Browntown Road is not necessary, with signalized intersections nearby at Busbee Road and Eastwood Road. Limiting this access to right in – right out only movements would help avoid potentially dangerous left turns.

This intersection has room to reconfigure into a roundabout, which would mitigate some speeding tendencies and could include Fairway Place as one of four legs.
The Ridgefield Place intersection with Hendersonville Road is unnecessary with the signalized Eastwood Road intersection nearby. Limiting left-turn movements or closing this intersection altogether may be prudent with adjacent resident support if accompanied by adding a designated right-turn lane on Eastwood Road.

Biltmore Forest’s existing parks provide an opportunity for a long, off-road unpaved trail system following the creeks. These could connect to facilities along key roadways as well. Some possible routes are illustrated on the Opportunities & Challenges Map.

This intersection is confusing but could easily be fixed by installing a roundabout – giving drivers clarity about the flow of traffic and who is responsible for yielding, while acting as a traffic calming device. A mini-roundabout could work at this location.

A large (45-acre) parcel here could be subdivided into many new smaller lots. New homes would add considerable strain to the adjacent roadway network with construction traffic as they are built and day-to-day trips thereafter.

Car line pick-up at Carolina Day School sometimes backs up onto Stuyvesant Road, which can cause congestion and make the area less safe.

This intersection is confusing and could accommodate a roundabout to help slow traffic on Vanderbilt Road, while improving the overall flow of vehicles and safety for pedestrians (especially important near Greenwood Park). Planned improvements to the park and stream restoration efforts would make this an opportune time to review this intersection.

The Town could acquire property (or easements) on Brooklawn Chase to extend Brooklawn Park across the street, add walking trails, and possibly provide a pedestrian connection to Holly Hill Road.

The northern access for the Blue Ridge Parkway at Hendersonville Road is designed in a way that invites drivers to make unsafe left turning movements.

A direct connection between Biltmore Forest and the Ramble neighborhood would enable residents to visit friends and community parks without having to use Hendersonville Road. This will require cooperation with the National Parks Service and Biltmore Estate.

Anecdotal speeding on Valley Springs Road could be an opportunity to conduct traffic counts (speed, volumes) to see if long-term traffic calming solutions are needed along the corridor.

Signal timing at the intersection of Valley Springs Road and Hendersonville Road could be changed, if warranted, to improve egress from this area (including The Ramble).

To slow traffic coming from both directions and improve the overall movement of cars around Chauncey Circle, an all-way stop or roundabout could be installed here.
RECOMMENDATION 1: Rethink the Busbee Road Interface with Hendersonville Road

The intersection of Busbee Road and Hendersonville Road has an odd alignment; almost as if it is trying to do too many things, but none well. Coupled with the fact that White Oak Road also intersects Busbee Road in the vicinity, there are many more conflict points (i.e. potential crash sites) than there needs to be (see “Existing Conditions” in Figure 26).

The recommended roadway changes include eliminating the southern access leg altogether and adding a right-out-only lane to the northern access (see “Proposed Redesign” in Figure 26). Redesigning this area would maximize safety without sacrificing access, while freeing up newfound space for stormwater retention, park space, and/or gateway signage. A natural surface walking trail along Busbee Road from Vanderbilt to Hendersonville Road would be helpful, ensuring residents could access the ART transit stop and cross the street.

A roundabout at the Busbee Road and White Oak Road intersection could provide an opportunity for a gateway monument, but driveway accesses complicate the design.

**Timeframe:** Short-term for design; Medium-term for implementation.

**Estimated Cost:** $300,000

RECOMMENDATION 2: Study Valley Springs Road

Hire a consultant to conduct a traffic study on Valley Springs Road to determine if speeding is a real concern, whether traffic calming is appropriate, and if the signal at Hendersonville Road should be coordinated differently. Many survey respondents indicated a need to address multiple issues on this street, including reportedly high vehicular speeds, near-misses at Chauncey Circle, and long waits to turn onto Hendersonville Road.

Possible considerations (if warranted by the traffic study) could include speed humps, center medians (as horizontal deflection measures), extending the right-turn lane at Hendersonville Road to allow for more vehicles to queue at a red light without impeding right turn movements, and adjusting the signal timing.

**Timeframe:** Short- or Medium-term for a traffic study; Medium- or Long-term for implementation of recommendations.

**Estimated Cost:** $12,000-$20,000 (depending on the traffic study scope)
The proposed redesign would eliminate some unnecessary conflict points and the confusing interplay between Busbee Road and White Oak Road, without losing any access to Hendersonville Road or driveways along the corridor.
RECOMMENDATION 3: Limit Left Turns onto Hendersonville Road

Convert Cedarcliff Road, Ridgefield Place, and Browntown Road to right in, right out only at their Hendersonville Road intersections. Limiting that movement will encourage left turning vehicles (i.e. those seeking to head north on Hendersonville Road) to use the signalized intersections at Busbee Road and Eastwood Road. Right turn movements are much safer and will eliminate possible queueing of backed-up vehicles.

Most residents use Vanderbilt Road (at All Souls Crescent and at the Blue Ridge Parkway ramp) as their primary routes into and out of town, so restricting movements at some of the other access points should have a minimal negative impact on traffic habits or commute times. One possible effect is to discourage some through-traffic and construction vehicles on these roadways.

Full closure of Ridgefield Place was recommended in a 2018 Traffic Calming Study. If residents along the street are amenable, blocking access to Hendersonville Road altogether could be prudent.

Timeframe: Medium-term for design and implementation.

Estimated Cost: $10,000 per intersection.

FIGURE 27 - GENERAL DIMENSIONS AND ORIENTATION FOR RIGHT-IN, RIGHT-OUT INTERSECTIONS

Each intersection will have unique challenges, include utility rights-of-way, adjacent property lines, and overall dimensions. The final design for Cedarcliff Road will look quite different from the design for Browntown Road.
RECOMMENDATION 4: Add a Right Turn Lane on Eastwood Road

Widen a short segment of Eastwood Road to accommodate a designated right-turn lane at the Hendersonville Road intersection. This will enable people turning right to avoid any queueing from those waiting to turn left at the light, which will be especially helpful if Ridgefield Place is limited to right in, right out only or closed at the intersection (see Recommendation 3).

Coordination with NCDOT will be necessary to implement this recommendation.

Timeframe: Medium-term for coordination and design; Long-term for implementation.

Estimated Cost: $15,000

FIGURE 28 - EASTWOOD ROAD REDESIGN (RIGHT-TURN LANE)

Widening Eastwood Road near the intersection with Hendersonville Road will enable the addition of a right-turn lane. This will mean that people turning right onto Hendersonville Road won’t have to wait while other vehicles are stopped at the light. They can make a right on red.

RECOMMENDATION 5: Work to Fix the Blue Ridge Parkway Ramp

Work with The National Park Service (NPS) and NCDOT to officially make the northern ingress/egress access to the Blue Ridge Parkway on Hendersonville Road right-in, right-out only, similar to the southern ingress/egress access point. Consider also a median on Hendersonville Road at the Blue Ridge Parkway (as proposed in the Hendersonville Road Corridor Study) to eliminate northbound left turn onto Parkway access road or attempted left turns north onto Hendersonville Road from the Parkway access road.

Timeframe: Long-term.

Estimated Cost: None. Coordinate with NCDOT and NPS on planning and design.
RECOMMENDATION 6: Focus on the Edges

Safety Edges: Work to install a “safety edge” on roadways with high drop-offs. When a vehicle drifts too far over a tall drop-off, it could roll over, increasing the chance of serious injury or death.

lane, and struck an oncoming vehicle. Flat side slopes help make sure a driver can recover from leaving the roadway without the vehicle rolling over, and a safety edge can improve overall conditions. Instead of a vertical drop-off, a safety edge shapes the edge of the pavement to 30-35 degrees, enabling drivers who drift off the side of the road to safely get back into the lane, while also helping pedestrians maneuver on and off the asphalt more smoothly.

Updating repaving processes can provide a safer roadway edge, and a stronger interface between the roadway and the graded shoulder. The additional cost of the asphalt edge is minimal when included as part of resurfacing projects. Benefits include the avoided economic and social impacts of fatalities, injuries, and property damage.

FIGURE 29 - SAFETY EDGE DEPICTION

This diagram shows how a safety edge is created during a repaving project. As the new graded material begins to settle or erode, the angled and more durable safety edge prevents a vertical edge from forming, making the pavement edge safer for drivers and cyclists.
**Edge Lines:** Begin painting thick (6” or 8”) white edge lines on most roads through Biltmore Forest. These lines can alert drivers in dark or shady conditions so they do not run off the edge of the roadway. Research suggests that wide edge lines promote driver safety by mitigating the need to pay attention to the edge of the roadway and allowing more time to focus on other critical tasks. Edge lines can also have the effect of visually narrowing the width of the road so that drivers subconsciously feel they have less space within their lane and should pay closer attention. An additional benefit to having easily seen edge lines is improved detection and tracking for lane departure warning (LDW) and lane keeping assistance (LKA) systems in newer cars and autonomous vehicles.

Only stripe the yellow centerline in short sections of specific locations, such as around curves, over hills, on approaches to grade crossings, at grade crossings, and at bridges. Keep most roads without a centerline, in an effort to remind drivers that Biltmore Forest’s streets are shared with pedestrians and short-term parked vehicles.

**Timeframe:** *Ongoing (as repaving and restriping schedules dictate).*

**Estimated Cost:** The cost of incorporating edge lines will likely be negligible for hot-mix asphalt. It does depend somewhat on the specific parameters, but typically the process compacts asphalt that often otherwise would break off because it was loose. (Add one percent to the total asphalt material needed for the total cost of repaving).

For edge line striping, add the cost of the extra width to the linear foot cost of the project. For instance, if the cost to stripe a 4” edge line is $0.50/linear foot, then an 8” edge line is approximately $1.00/linear foot.

*The 2018 Biltmore Forest Traffic Calming Study recommended removing the center line striping and widening the edge line striping to create a subconscious feeling that the roadway is narrower than it actually is and encourage drivers to be more cautious.*
RECOMMENDATION 7: Establish a Traffic Calming Policy

Create standard operating procedures that quantify speed and volume problems prior to installation of future traffic calming devices. Perceptions of speeding and dangerous behavior may not align with actual vehicular traffic data. The Town should identify criteria for initiating the process to implement various traffic calming measures. For example, when the 85th percentile vehicular speeds are 10 miles per hour above the posted speed limit, that section of roadway qualifies for a range of traffic calming tools.

Enable residents to initiate this process by petition, with the following next steps:

- Conduct a traffic study (speeds/volumes)
- Recommend traffic calming measure (if warranted)
- Gather neighbor support for implementation (% threshold)
- Prioritize measures based on established criteria
- Allocate an annual budget amount for traffic calming implementation

Follow up with data collection to quantify speed and volume of traffic at least six months after new traffic calming devices are installed. Before and after speed data will indicate how successful that particular measure has been and whether it warrants removal or additional traffic calming in the area. This information can be presented to the residents of Biltmore Forest as demonstrative of the Town’s efforts to address speeding concerns and will ensure that appropriate measures are selected.

A traffic calming policy will guide Town staff and inform residents about the processes and procedures for implementing traffic calming on residential streets.

Timeframe: **Short- to Medium-term to develop and adopt a traffic calming policy.**

Estimated Cost: staff time (or approximately $8,000-$15,000 to hire a consultant)

---

RECOMMENDATION 8: Provide Traffic Cones for Residents

Provide retroreflective traffic cones for all residents to use whenever landscaping or construction vehicles will be parked on the roadway for more than an hour. The Town could order traffic cones in bulk and have a ready supply for any resident who requested them - either at low cost to keep or free to rent.

Timeframe: **Short-term.**

Estimated Cost: $3,000 (100 cones @ $30/each). Some retailers offer to have a logo printed on traffic cones, which might be a good option.
RECOMMENDATION 9: Install a Pair of Roundabouts at Town Hall

Install roundabouts at both Vanderbilt/Busbee and Vanderbilt/Stuyvesant/Lone Pine in order to effectively slow traffic, promote safety, and offer easy turnaround access to Town Hall, Public Works, and the Police Department. Roundabouts are most effective in reducing speeds throughout a neighborhood when several are used in a series (i.e. two or more consecutive intersections). Each roundabout will encourage drivers from every approach to slow down through an intersection, so the overall speed reduction through this key corridor could be great if two roundabouts are installed as recommended.

Roundabouts help to minimize confusion, maintain traffic flow, slow speeds, and improve safety for all roadway users. They can also handle more traffic in the same amount of time because vehicles are not required to stop - only yield - which can improve travel times for most users. Having the Town Hall area buffered by roundabouts will also enable easier u-turn movements for people to better access the Town’s facilities, and could offer a great opportunity to incorporate landscaping and gateway elements.

It is important to communicate the Town’s plans for specific intersection reconfigurations early and frequently, especially on projects that contain features.

“In typical traffic engineering, there’s a tradeoff between safety and operations. Generally, ‘safe’ equals ‘inefficient.’ Our research has shown roundabouts offer benefits in both safety and operations.”

- David Noyce, Chair
UW-Madison Civil and Environmental Engineering Department
that may be new to the community. Roundabouts are especially contentious, so the Town should make sure that residents understand the reasoning behind proposed changes and have access to accurate and timely information about designs, construction schedules, and roadway closures. Research suggests that the number of people who favor roundabouts increases as they gain experience with them.

**NOTE:** Consider an all-way stop as a short-term/interim measure to improve safety at these intersections.

**Timeframe:** Short-term for community input; medium-term for design; long-term for implementation.

**Estimated Cost:** $350,000 per roundabout (Actual costs depend on site specific conditions)
RECOMMENDATION 10: Install a Series of Mini Roundabouts

Determine the best design for smaller (mini) roundabouts at other key intersections throughout Biltmore Forest to minimize confusion, maintain traffic flow, slow speeds, and improve safety for all roadway users. Because mini roundabouts are smaller than standard modern single-lane roundabouts, there is likely a reduction of additional costs from utilities relocation, grading, center island landscaping, and right-of-way acquisition.

As the name implies, mini roundabouts are roundabouts that are smaller than the typical sized roundabout. The inscribed circle diameter of a typical roundabout is 132 feet, while a mini roundabout is supposed to have a diameter of less than 90 feet so it can fit inside a standard intersection. Mini roundabouts operate in the same manner as larger roundabouts, with yield control on all entries and counterclockwise circulation around a mountable (traversable) central island.

The mini roundabout is ideal for areas requiring a small footprint, which includes most intersections in Biltmore Forest (see Figure 35). The town’s general traffic characteristics area ideal for mini roundabouts, which are suitable for roadways with average daily traffic (ADT) of 15,000 vehicles or fewer, less than three percent truck volume, and approach speeds of under 35 MPH.

The challenge with mini roundabouts is ensuring that drivers see them. Modern roundabouts have signs and raised landscaping in the center island that draws the driver’s attention, whereas the central island of a mini roundabout often has a low profile to allow for large trucks and emergency services vehicles to drive onto it.

Considerations to keep in mind when designing a mini roundabout include:

- Slow entry speeds and consistent speeds through the roundabout by using deflection.
• Smooth channelization that is intuitive to drivers.
• Adequate accommodation for the design vehicles.
• Appropriate sight distance and visibility.
• Lighting surrounding the intersection.
• Future trail crossings (which should be set back a minimum of one car length).
• Slope of center island.

The Town of Biltmore Forest should explore the concept of mini roundabouts as a low cost, low physical impact intersection solution that still achieves the operational and safety benefits of a standard single-lane roundabout. Mini roundabouts are generally not recommended for intersections with more than four legs.

**Timeframe:** Short- to Medium-term for location prioritization and community input; Long-term for implementation.

**Estimated Cost:** $150,000 (Actual costs depend on site specific conditions. Construction costs are expected to cost approximately $80,000 for an installation consisting entirely of pavement markings and signage, but up to $250,000 for mini roundabouts that include raised islands and pedestrian improvements).

---

**FIGURE 33 - ROUNDBOUGHT CHARACTERISTICS & COMPARISON TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Modern Roundabout</th>
<th>Mini Roundabout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inscribed Diameter</td>
<td>90’ – 150’</td>
<td>45’ – 90’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island Diameter</td>
<td>58’ – 110’</td>
<td>13’ – 58’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach Speed</td>
<td>25 – 45 MPH</td>
<td>&lt;35 MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>25 MPH</td>
<td>15 MPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity (ADT)</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signage</td>
<td>On approach and on island</td>
<td>On approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curb Height</td>
<td>Varies. Traditionally has curb separation</td>
<td>Varies. Traditionally domed. 5% – 6% cross slope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian/Bike</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Cost Range</td>
<td>$200,000 - $500,000</td>
<td>$25,000 - $400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Median Cost</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
<td>$125,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Assumes single lane roundabout

*Many of Biltmore Forest’s intersections have limited space, but could accommodate a mini roundabout. It is important to engineer each roundabout for their specific context (right-of-way, slope, utilities, traffic speeds, and overall benefit). For some intersections, an all-way stop conversion could offer similar benefits at a fraction of the cost.*
Mini roundabouts generally have an inscribed circle that is small enough to stay within the existing right-of-way of an intersection. Designs should ensure at least 15 feet between the central island and the edge of the pavement and, generally, the center island should be “mountable” to allow EMS vehicles to navigate the intersection without unnecessary delay.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERSECTION</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
<th>IMAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Busbee Rd @ White Oak Rd (could also be a gateway)</td>
<td>This one simplifies traffic movements and would offer an opportunity for a nice gateway feature. Could be coordinated with the proposed elimination of the southern leg of Busbee Road at the Hendersonville Road intersection.</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busbee Rd @ Forest Rd</td>
<td>Good site for a roundabout, but there is limited diameter. There is room for a wider intersection, but the residents might not be amenable, especially with several large boxwood bushes and other hedges that would need to be removed.</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busbee Rd/Cedarcliff Rd</td>
<td>A logical site for a roundabout but complicated due to the rear gate to the Biltmore Estate. It is also out of the way and has limited benefit, therefore not worthwhile as a priority expense.</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedarcliff Rd @ Forest Rd</td>
<td>There appears to be room to work with and could help slow traffic while improving circulation. Recent efforts to clarify Apple Maps GPS coordinates to the Biltmore Estate have improved traffic volumes already, so this is a lower priority.</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilltop Rd @ Westwood Rd @ Greenwood Rd</td>
<td>It is a little tight, but there should be enough room for a successful roundabout. It also resolves a complicated traffic pattern.</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## FIGURE 35 - POSSIBLE MINI ROUNDABOUT LOCATIONS, CONT’D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERSECTION</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
<th>IMAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stuyvesant Rd/ Stuyvesant Crescent/ Greenwood Road</td>
<td>This site would improve a confusing traffic flow. It looks as though there is a 100-foot diameter to work with. There might be some concern about the proximity to Greenwood Park and its possible effects. If feasible, this could also be a logical place for Carolina Day School to create a spur off the traffic circle directly into the school (and therefore keeping traffic off Stuyvesant).</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Hill Dr/Cedar Chine</td>
<td>This area would be close to the minimum 45' radius but would help solve a confusing intersection.</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cedar Hill Dr loop connection point</td>
<td>This site would improve a confusing traffic flow and sight distance problem. However, the location is pretty far removed from anything else and so a lower priority.</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilltop Rd/Westwood Rd</td>
<td>This would be a pretty tight fit (the longest current width is around 45'). While it is a good location for a roundabout, the constraints are challenging.</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHAPTER FOUR: RECOMMENDATIONS

#### FIGURE 35 - POSSIBLE MINI ROUNDABOUT LOCATIONS, CONT’D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERSECTION</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
<th>IMAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stuyvesant Rd/Hilltop Rd</td>
<td>This site is on the crest of a hill with 3 of 4 legs going uphill to get there. Therefore, a roundabout would improve safety, though neighbors might not be amenable.</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Stuyvesant Rd/Hilltop Rd" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwood Rd @ Stuyvesant Rd</td>
<td>There should be enough room here for a mini roundabout (approx. 75-foot diameter), which would slow traffic approaching the Biltmore Forest Country Club and limit conflicts overall (including sight distance). However, the Country Club may have objections.</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Southwood Rd @ Stuyvesant Rd" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuyvesant Rd @ Frith Dr @ Blue Ridge Parkway Access</td>
<td>This is a good location and could work as a gateway for the town. However, the site is close to National Parks Service (NPS) property (the Blue Ridge Parkway), which could add significant cost and time to the project.</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Stuyvesant Rd @ Frith Dr @ Blue Ridge Parkway Access" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chauncey Circle @ Valley Springs Rd (north and south intersections)</td>
<td>The traffic patterns would benefit from a roundabout and limited sight distance would be improved. While All-Way Stops are recommended, roundabouts could be a longer-term treatment.</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Chauncey Circle @ Valley Springs Rd (north and south intersections)" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

• Maintain the Biltmore Forest Police Department’s reputation for frequent patrols and enforcement of driving laws and install more real-time speed monitoring devices throughout town. For streets with speed problems that are either (a) ineligible for physical speed control devices, or (b) have constructability constraints, apply permanently mounted speed sensor signs to reduce speeds. The busiest streets entering Biltmore Forest would be the best use of this speed reduction tool.

• Work with individual property owners to make sure that vegetation is trimmed enough at intersections for clear visibility. Town staff should regularly conduct sight triangle assessments at each intersection in Biltmore Forest to make sure that people can see cars from all approaches. Continue to also implement the “Right-of-Way Renewal Program” to keep vegetation 10 feet away from the edge of pavement and communicate the benefits of this program.

• Work with the Biltmore Estate and the National Parks Service to identify opportunities to connect the areas of Biltmore Forest south of the Blue Ridge Parkway (near the Ramble) to the rest of the town. NOTE: A possible strategy is to widen and pave a section of Fish Pond Road and connect Hemlock Drive to Fish Pond Road, moving the Biltmore Equestrian gate a little bit further up from Niagara Drive. This would enable residents of Chauncey Circle to connect directly (on foot or by car) to the other streets and amenities of Biltmore Forest. No new crossings of the Blue Ridge Parkway would be necessary, but coordination with the National Park Service would be necessary.
**RECOMMENDATION 11: Develop a Recreational Trail Master Plan**

Walkability is a true asset for the community and most residents cherish regular walks for exercise and recreation. The best way to create a safe transportation system for all users is to separate pedestrians from vehicular traffic. However, curb and gutter sidewalks are not desirable to many residents and would require intensive construction disturbance and cost. A natural surface walking trail could be a viable alternative - serving the same purpose at a fraction of the cost. Indeed, a trail would be easier to implement overall (and easier to decommission if unpopular or too hard to maintain) while maintaining Biltmore Forest’s unique forested, natural aesthetic.

Residents (including survey respondents for this study) have shown strong support for a trail system that would enable safe walking from the I-40 bridge to the Blue Ridge Parkway, using Town-owned parcels and existing right-of-way to connect most streets in Biltmore Forest for pedestrian use. The Town should hire a consultant to develop a plan for a comprehensive natural surface trail system in Biltmore Forest, primarily for use by residents and their guests. A Recreational Trail Master Plan could take an in-depth look at the potential for a trail system in town, identifying preferred alignments, possible constraints, funding resources, and implementation recommendations (including phasing). A comprehensive trail plan would also distinguish between roadside trail (e.g., along Vanderbilt Road) and off-road trail facilities (e.g., along Rooul Branch, Brooklawn Park), which could have separate design standards - trail surface material, signing scheme, and levels of accessibility.

A Trail Master Plan could also include an environmental analysis that focuses on topography, hydrology, floodplain locations, wetlands, and natural habitat areas, leading to targeted conservation areas and unique community amenities.

**Timeframe:** Medium- to long-term to acquire funding and engage a consultant.

**Estimated Cost:** $30,000-$40,000 (depending on the scope)

**IMAGE 36 - TRAIL SIGN EXAMPLES**

A trail system can have custom signs designed to help guide walkers along the paths. These can range from small blazes to large kiosks, depending on the level of visibility desired. Biltmore Forest’s trail network would likely be designed for residents, so signs could be minimal.
Roadside trails should be able to fit within the existing right-of-way. However, some stormwater culverts and ditches may have to be relocated or retrofitted to accommodate some trail segments. A Master Plan will identify preferred routes based on feasibility, making sure the Town invests strategically in a trail system that will be successful long-term.
**RECOMMENDATION 12: Install Bike Racks**

While there have been concerns expressed about cut-through bicycle traffic, usually going to and from the Blue Ridge Parkway, Biltmore Forest is a great place to ride a bike. The low traffic volumes, low speed limit, rolling hills, gentle curves, and consistent shade in summer months make it ideal for recreational riding. The Town can demonstrate support for residents who bicycle in the community by installing bike racks at Town Hall, Rosebank Park, Brooklawn Park, and Greenwood Park.

**Timeframe:** Short-term.

**Estimated Cost:** $500+ per bike rack

---

**FIGURE 38 - RECOMMENDED STANDARD SHORT-TERM BICYCLE PARKING TYPES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inverted U</th>
<th>Common style appropriate for many uses; two points of ground contact. Can be installed in series on rails to create a free-standing parking area in variable quantities. Available in many variations.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post &amp; Ring</td>
<td>Common style appropriate for many uses; one point of ground contact. Compared to inverted-U racks, these are less prone to unintended perpendicular parking. Products exist for converting unused parking meter posts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelwell-Secure</td>
<td>Includes an element that cradles one wheel. Design and performance vary by manufacturer; typically contains bikes well, which is desirable for long-term parking and in large-scale installations (e.g. campus); accommodates fewer bicycle types and attachments than the two styles above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Association of Bicycle & Pedestrian Professionals*

The variety of bicycle sizes, shapes, and attachments continues to increase, and good bike parking should accommodate all types. The starting point for most bike parking projects is recognizing whether the installation should serve short-term users, long-term users, or both. If users will typically be parking for two hours or longer, they are likely to value security and shelter above the convenience and ease that should characterize short-term parking.
**RECOMMENDATION 13: Expand Brooklawn Park**

Explore options to purchase property (or easements) on Brooklawn Chase to extend Brooklawn Park across the street and add walking trails. This would become a cornerstone of the proposed future Biltmore Forest walking trail system and could accommodate trailhead facilities and other park amenities. Residents on Holly Hill Road might be amenable to having a walking trail connecting their cul-de-sac to Brooklawn Park. A longer term goal could be to reroute Brooklawn Chase several hundred feet to the east to accommodate a larger area for Brooklawn Park without having to cross a street.

**Timeframe:** Long-term.

**Estimated Cost:** dependent on the market value of properties.

**FIGURE 39 - BROOKLAWN PARK EXPANSION CONCEPT**

---

**ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS**

- Install more signs reminding people to walk facing traffic.
- Establish a donation-based park bench program, whereby residents can pay for the cost to install a bench (with or without a recognition plaque) at a park location of their choosing, to offer pedestrians a place to sit – likely near playgrounds and ponds.
### FIGURE 40 - RECOMMENDATIONS MATRIX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Timeframe</th>
<th>Cost Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Rethink the Busbee Road Interface with Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>Short- to Medium-term</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Study Valley Springs Road</td>
<td>Short- to Medium-term</td>
<td>$12,000 - $20,000 (depending on scope)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Limit Left Turns onto Hendersonville Road</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
<td>$10,000 per intersection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Add a Right Turn Lane on Eastwood Road</td>
<td>Medium- to Long-term</td>
<td>$15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Work to Fix the Blue Ridge Parkway Ramp</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Focus on the Edges</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Additional cost to regular repaving and restriping allocations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Establish a Traffic Calming Policy</td>
<td>Short- to Medium-term</td>
<td>$8,000 - $15,000 (or staff time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Provide Traffic Cones for Residents</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td>$3,000 (preliminary allocation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Install a Pair of Roundabouts at Town Hall</td>
<td>Medium- to Long-term</td>
<td>$700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Install a Series of Mini Roundabouts</td>
<td>Medium- to Long-term</td>
<td>$150,000 per mini roundabout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Develop a Recreational Trail Master Plan</td>
<td>Medium-term</td>
<td>$30,000 - $40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Install Bike Racks</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td>$500+ per rack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Expand Brooklawn Park</td>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These recommendations are color-coded to reflect their overall feasibility (timeframe, cost, ease of implementation) where green is the most feasible, red the least, and yellow in between. The goal is to help the Town prioritize which recommendations to pursue first and allocate appropriate funding and resources for successful implementation.

Cost estimates were developed by consolidating estimates from prior engineering and planning studies, documentation by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), current market rates for roadway supplies, and the cost estimating tool from the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT).
This page intentionally left blank.
AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety

AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety sponsors research to better understand traffic safety culture. The Foundation’s long-term term vision is to create a “social climate in which traffic safety is highly valued and rigorously pursued.” In 2008, the AAA Foundation conducted the first Traffic Safety Culture Index (TSCI), a nationally representative survey, to begin to assess a few key indicators of the degree to which traffic safety is valued and is being pursued. The 2016 TSCI report continues this effort.

[www.aaafoundation.org/2016-traffic-safety-culture-index](http://www.aaafoundation.org/2016-traffic-safety-culture-index)

AARP Livable Communities

AARP Livable Communities is helping communities nationwide become livable places for people of all ages. AARP supports the efforts of neighborhoods, towns, cities and rural areas to be great places for people of all ages, believing that communities should provide safe, walkable streets; age-friendly housing and transportation options; access to needed services; and opportunities for residents of all ages to participate in community life.

[www.aarp.org/livable-communities/](http://www.aarp.org/livable-communities/)

America Walks

America Walks is a national coalition of local advocacy groups dedicated to promoting walkable communities and helping communities form advocacy groups of their own. The group offers advice about effective partnerships between citizens, public officials, and engineering and design professionals.

[www.americawalks.org](http://www.americawalks.org)

Association of Bicycle & Pedestrian Professionals (APBP)

APBP is a community of practitioners working to create more walkable, bikeable places. The organization fosters peer knowledge sharing, advances technical expertise, and supports professional development of those in the transportation field.

The Federal Highway Administration

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) provides high-quality information to serve government, industry and the public in a manner that promotes public understanding. Standards and policies are used to ensure and maximize the quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of its information. FHWA periodically reviews quality issues and adjusts its programs and processes to ensure continuous quality improvement.


The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)

The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) is an international membership association of transportation professionals who work to improve mobility and safety for all transportation system users and help build smart and livable communities. ITE makes available technical resources, including selected reports on various transportation-related topics. The “Traffic Calming ePrimer” is a free, online resource openly available for public use and can be downloaded here:

https://www.ite.org/technical-resources/traffic-calming/selected-reports/

The National Center for Bicycling and Walking (NCBW)

The National Center for Bicycling and Walking provides bicycle and pedestrian advocates and professionals, transportation engineers and planners, public health specialists, and others with easy access to the information, training, tools, and experts they need to foster active living through community design.

www.bikewalk.org

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)

NHTSA’s research offices are the Office of Vehicle Safety Research and the Office of Behavioral Safety Research. The Office of Vehicle Safety Research’s mission is to strategize, plan, and implement research programs to continually further the Agency’s goals of a reduction of crashes, fatalities, and injuries. Our research is prioritized based on the potential for crash/fatality/injury reductions and is aligned with Congressional Mandates, DOT & NHTSA goals. The Office of Behavioral Safety Research studies behaviors and attitudes in highway safety, focusing on drivers, passengers, pedestrians, and motorcyclists and use that to develop and refine countermeasures to deter unsafe behaviors and promote safe alternatives.

**The National Safety Council (NSC)**

The National Safety Council is a nonprofit, nongovernmental, international public service organization dedicated to protecting life and promoting health. NSC is a membership organization; members include more than 48,000 businesses, labor organizations, schools, public agencies, private groups, and individuals.

[www.nsc.org](http://www.nsc.org)

**Pedestrian & Bicycle Information Center (PBIC)**

The Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center (initiated and funded by the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Federal Highway Administration) hosts several Web sites that contain comprehensive information on walking and bicycling issues, and resources for community members and professionals to improve conditions for walking and biking.

[www.pedbikeinfo.org](http://www.pedbikeinfo.org)

“PEDSAFE: Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System” can be downloaded from [www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe](http://www.walkinginfo.org/pedsafe)

“BIKESAFE: Bicycle Countermeasure Selection System” can be downloaded from [www.bicyclinginfo.org/bikesafe](http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/bikesafe)


**Strong Towns**

Strong Towns supports thousands of people across the United States and Canada who are advocating for a radically new way of thinking about the way we build our world. The Strong Towns approach believes and advocates for communities to:

• Stop valuing efficiency and start valuing resilience
• Stop betting our futures on huge, irreversible projects, and start taking small, incremental steps and iterating based on what we learn
• Stop fearing change and start embracing a process of continuous adaptation
• Stop building our world based on abstract theories, and start building it based on how our places actually work and what our neighbors actually need today
• Stop obsessing about future growth and start obsessing about our current finances

[https://www.strongtowns.org/](https://www.strongtowns.org/)
Complete Survey Responses (Write-In)

3.) What does it mean to feel safe when driving?

- Lower speeds, more rational drivers, less congestion.
- Other drivers are generally respectful of the speed limit and I have experienced no aggressive Shavuot from other drivers.
- The roads are maintained. But I’m concerned about speeding on Stuyvesant.
- For other drivers to drive predictably and safely.
- Traffic is reasonable.
- I think Eastwood Road needs speed bumps because feeling safe means not having to worry about people flying around a curve and hitting you.
- Speed limit and good clear visible signage.
- Not at risk due to drivers exceeding the speed limits or driving in an unsafe or reckless manner. Clear and visible road signage. No street demonstrations or protests.
- Others obey traffic laws.
- No one tries to get in your car at a stop sign. The police will come to help you if you have car trouble.
- Everyone follows traffic laws and signage.
- Roads are clean, well maintained, traffic laws are obeyed by other drivers, road design encourages attentive driving. Road signs are visible and clear.
- To feel that I will arrive at my destination without incidence.
- Not going to be hurt or intimidated.
- Other drivers are: - observing the speed limits - completely stopping at stop signs -staying on their side of the road while driving.
- Other drivers are safe and responsible, and the speed limits are appropriate for the roads we’re on.
- Roads in good condition and well marked.
- That there will be no mishaps.
- 1-having pedestrians walking/running on the correct side of the street 2-not having crazy speeders
- Not too much traffic from non-residents.
- Low probability of a collision.
- 1. Reduced speed limit of 25 miles per hour enforces safety from encountering deer or pedestrians. 2. Police presence keeps the town safe from crime, which creates a sense of safety when walking.
- Supervised speed and police presence.
- Clear lane markings and signage. Unobstructed roadsides, particularly corner lots. When speed limits are observed.
- Being vigilant while driving as there are often walkers; obeying speed limits.
- All users of streets being alert, safe, and considerate.
- Basically other drivers are typically courteous on our roadways.
• No threat from other drivers. Less fear from construction vehicles
• that the driving laws are obvious, make sense, and that they are adhered to by drivers
• Cars obeying traffic rules and pedestrians obeying pedestrian rules
• - Appropriate speed limits - Residents obeying traffic laws - Non-residents discouraged from using BF roads - BF public safety team active and visible
• Speed is slow, cars keeping a safe speed. Proper signage.
• Cars are not speeding and are following the rules.
• Knowing the police are monitoring the Town and enforcing speed limits. Need to work on opening up the streetscapes - keeping vegetation away from the edge of the roadways and keeping line of sight clear.
• People walking are on correct side and visible and usually step off road. Cars appear to maintain appropriate speed most of the time
• Cars generally are in the neighborhood of the speed limit and follow the traffic rules
• To drive without fear of others
• Cars AND pedestrians follow rules of the road.
• I don’t feel there are roads that are inherently dangerous.
• I don’t usually worry about other drivers speeding, running stop signs, or more troubling concerns like drive-by shootings and things of that nature.
• I feel safe when other drivers exhibit courtesy and generally abide by regulations.
• I know that most cars will be driving a safe speed limit. There are sufficient speed reducing methods to help limit speeding.
• I am never fearful of speeding or reckless driving on the part of other drivers and the roads are very well maintained.
• Plenty of space and no other cars crowding you. Plenty of time to be able to react to conditions without fear of another car
• there are some blind corners or hills that make me nervous. Turning off Buena Vista, onto Browntown and off White Oak onto Busbee, the golf course area with street parking and speed mountains, turning onto Browntown from Amherst.
• That other motorists are obeying traffic laws, especially speed limits and stop signs.
• The streets are in good condition and well-marked with painted lines and adequate signage. I would say that some of them could use more lighting.
• fellow drivers obey traffic laws I don’t have to dodge bicycles or pedestrians taking up too much of the road I can see well (ex: there aren’t obstacles or vehicles blocking my way)
• to feel that everyone in a vehicle is paying attention and not going to cause an accident of any kind
• we see parked and moving police cars, there are appropriate stop signs and speed bumps, we rarely see speeding cars
• An absence of apprehension when behind the wheel about my safety and the safety of others.
• Other drivers are handling their vehicles in a responsible manner.
• That there won’t be sudden unexpected obstacles like racing cars or people dressed in dark clothing walking the streets at night - so that I can’t see them when driving!
• Good visibility and good signage.
• That traffic is not speeding and everyone is on the lookout for each other. No horns blowing, and everyone is polite.
• So speeding, polite drivers, no horns
• Too many people especially trucks drive on or across the middle of the road or yellow line.
• Avoiding collisions
• Safe when driving means that all cars, bikers, walkers and impediments to traversing the streets can be seen. That is not always the case.
• It means that there are adequate signs and surveillance to insure that the roads are safe from reckless drivers. However, reckless deer are a different story...
• Reasonable speed limits and control of same
• That no one will intentionally run stop signs or ignore pedestrians on the roads.
• It means a great deal. Respect for the safe driving culture of Biltmore Forest makes me extra attentive when I get behind the wheel. This calm pastoral setting is a constant reminder that we share the roads with walkers and wildlife. Walking and observing wildlife are privileges of living in Biltmore Forest.
• It is a great feeling. It also instills in me the responsibility of operating a vehicle on our roads. We are constantly sharing these byways with walkers and wildlife. We must support or coexistence.
• Traffic laws are obeyed. Traffic lanes are clear of parked vehicles and debris. Bicyclists ride single file. Pedestrians walk on or near road shoulder.
• There are proper signs, lights, warnings posted where appropriate and that drivers pay attention to them and abide by them.
• Maintenance of speed limits and proper stop signs.
• Good road conditions, low volume of traffic and low speed limits.
• Devoid injury or death
• Drivers pay attention to stop signs, speed limits, and other rules of the road. Workmen or other non-residents follow our rules. Deer herds are kept at a level that keeps drivers safe. Bicyclists follow the rules!
• Unlikely to have an accident - unlikely to be struck while walking by a speeding, distracted driver, by a driver who is ignoring traffic signs or is driving on the wrong side or down the middle of the road. Better traffic control is needed at blind intersections and at blind hills - the intersection and hill between Deerfield and Buena Vista on Browntown is particularly dangerous. The speeding on Browntown is frequent and excessive - and never enforced.
• People obey stop signs, safe speed limits, streets maintained
• Adequate signage and traffic law enforcement.
• Not being hit by a cyclist or car/truck when walking. I also walk at night and I love that I feel safe in the dark.
• the town has a reputation for frequent patrols and enforcement of driving laws. Most people in the forest respect that. Unfortunately, one of the more commercial entrances is Brown-town and a lot of folks aren’t from here.Speeding, missing the pavement, littering, etc
• Very unlikely to get in an accident and very likely to get where I was planning on going
• Being able to see on coming traffic and people. Shadows create blind spots and pedestrians walk in the middle of the road.
• Not going to get injured or harassed
• for the most part other drivers are driving safely
• I’m not concerned about irresponsible drivers
• Traffic is abiding rules of the road. Care is taken to anticipate walkers/cyclists at blind curves and crests and considering that their options to leave the road safely for traffic may be limited by using traffic and shoulder conditions. Driveways may have limited visibility. Leaves, snow and debris are removed promptly. Salt is applied before icy conditions become hazardous. Road surfaces are maintained in serviceable condition.
• That someone isn’t speeding around the corner and going to hit me. There are also so many construction trucks that are not monitored or kept track of
• Avoiding hitting someone or being hit.
• Almost all vehicles, pedestrians, bicyclists are following the rules. Predictability and politeness both help.
• I feel comfortable driving on Biltmore Forest streets.
• Not a lot of traffic and good speed limits
• Know that other drivers are obeying the speed limit, staying on the correct side of the road around blind curves.
• Other traffic obeying speed limits, especially around blind curves and coming off main roads.
• That there won’t be any sudden unexpected obstacles (like speeding cars, darkly dressed pedestrians) in my pathway.
• Everyone drives responsibly.
• low traffic levels, low speed limits, walkers using proper side of street, no cars parked on shoulders or on roadway
• The posted speed limits allow for safe driving throughout the Town.
• The roads are well maintained. Stop signs are clearly visible. Efforts to enforce speed limits are evident.
• People following the speed limit and stopping at stop signs
• a slower speed with not much traffic
• Traveling in a safe manner for conditions, regardless of the speed limit.
• People, bicycles and parked cars in the road along with dappled sunlight, extreme darkness and curvy roads….these conditions make me feel unsafe when driving.
• No fear of collision.
• Protected by the police, most residents follow speed limits, roadways not crowded
• It means the absence of speeding, respect for traffic signals, respect for pedestrians and wildlife.
• Safe neighborhood, not a crime area.
• It means that the other drivers are driving responsibly. (Also, not being afraid of running into deer and nor being worried about snow during winter.)
• Other drivers are paying attention to driving not other activities. It is usually the case except some young mothers apparently have no other time to talk on the phone except while driving.
• Speed limits, and most drivers seem to abide by the rules.
• Pedestrians obey the walking rules and wear easily seen clothing and cyclists obey traffic rules
• Normal speed
• Confident other drivers are (mostly) attentive and minding speed limit.
• no high speed traffic or people running stop signs
• Everyone driving speed limit.
• I don’t feel I’m likely to be hit by other cars however the streets are narrow and there is not a centerline on many of the streets. The main concern I have with driving particularly at night is deer
• That all vehicles drive reasonably safely and that there is enforcement when folks don’t. BF roads feel a lot safer now than when I was growing up. Drunk driving laws have helped but also very excessive speeding seems less common (did even before the drop to all-25 mph). Drivers seem to respect walkers and bikers. It would be nice if bikers respected cars, such as via more single-file riding; slow bikes snarl traffic and encourage risky passing maneuvers.
• I feel safe when others obey the laws and heed right of way. Also when no one is speeding by or around my car.
• It is not dangerous. There are a lot of work trucks that are parked on the side of roads that do make it hard to pass in those areas
• That drivers obey speed limits. Concern of parking on roadside.
• Need to feel that cars are traveling at moderate speeds and children are safe in the streets when riding their bikes.
• Cautious, polite drivers
• Cars around me drive safely; proper signage
• Speed limits obeyed by most, tdriving laws typically obeyed, ypical courtesy’s extended be-
tween drivers, police presence.
• Speed limits are low enough to allow for safety, and there are reasonable reminders (digital
signs) of those limits and good enforcement.
• Well planned intersections and stop signs
• Roads are clear. Speed limits are posted and drivers abide by them.
• Primarily that MOST people obey the traffic speed, walking instructions.
• Being able to easily see pedestrians and bikes in our dappled light. Require light colors or
reflective material
• Being able to easily see pedestrians and bikes in our dappled light. Require light colors or
reflective material
• Speed limits are mostly adhered to and most drivers who appear to live here follow the driv-
ing rules
• Being able to easily see pedestrians and bikers in our dappled light. Require light colors or
reflective material.
• Not hitting walker, runners, etc. Resident or not
• Good roads, kept in good shape, patrolled by police
• Obeying speed limits; awareness of people/pets walking; awareness of drivers rolling through
stop signs and using their cell phones; very elderly drivers erratically driving.
• Most residents seem to follow the 25mph signage. Non resident (trucks in particular) typically
go faster than the speed limit
• I feel safe in a car but not on bike or on foot
• Slowing down when people are walking, especially with dogs; obeying posted speed limits
Drivers obey speed limits
• While driving carefully and thoughtfully--others are doing also
• low speed limits
• Slow speed, low traffic = safe.
• Not being concerned about getting into an accident
• That drivers are obeying the posted speed limit. That walkers are obeying the rules for walk-
ing on the correct side of the street.
• I feel comfortable that I can get through the neighborhood without incident.
• unlikely to get into a car accident
• Slow speeds
• That your not at risk of injury and there is an overall sense of calm and control.
• Lower speed limits and stop signs posted at dangerous intersections.
• I don’t feel like I am at risk of being in accident with another car.
• Low speed and well maintained roads.
• Limited speeding. No blinks curbs or drunk drivers.
• Roads are clear and clean, not too many cars, etc.
• People obeying the speed limit
• ?
• Cars won’t speed, people give way to pedestrians (with dogs or others), bikes, etc., anything
that weighs less than them. This includes speeding bikes!
• Cars driving reasonably, clear sight lines of other cars, pedestrians, and bike riders
• Pedestrians will not move off the street to allow safe passage while driving. Too many walk-
ers do not realize how disguised they are in the tree shade nor do they seem to care.
• People not running Stop signs and workman/construction people follow BF rules. People who
walk against traffic and bikers in single file when car passing.
• Vehicles are following the speed limit; trucks and cars are not parked on the road blocking
two way traffic. Perhaps a speed bump on blind curves...

- Clear roadways, visible street signs, lit public areas. Known speed limits, room on roadways for others.
- It seems most folks are courteous drivers who are paying attention to what’s going on. Sometimes someone will be going too fast on one of the main streets, but rarely causes a problem. Or backing out of a drive, but with traffic going so slowly there is plenty of time to resolve any issues.
- Not a lot of drivers, no crazy driving
- Speed limits, lack of traffic.
- I feel safe when I’m driving if other drivers are not speeding aggressively, rolling through stop signs and when they demonstrate awareness of pedestrians and road conditions.
- That I won’t get into an accident because of a drunk or careless driver. And that the streets are maintained to a degree that they are drivable
- No speeding cars.
- Avoid accidents.
- Slow speeds
- No bike riders in sight
- There is not a lot of unsafe drivers on the road.
- No reckless drivers. Speed appropriate. No drivers courteous to walkers and bikers
- Not a lot of cars, and honoring speed limits
- Feeling safe is often associated with feeling secure. Feeling safe means that you do not feel like you will be harmed or are in physical danger in any way. I believe it is equally important to feel secure. Feeling secure means feeling protected from loss; being protected from harmful things.
- Safe: not having risks for my own or other road user’s safety
- Knowing that no one is going to harm you, e.g., by speeding past intersections.
- Other drivers drive carefully and at a safe speed.
- No speeding cars No big trucks, traffic on small streets
- Road shoulders are even with road, people stop at intersections versus rolling through
- Not sure, exactly: but I always do.
- I’m not going to get hit by a semi careening out of control.
- People abiding by speed limit and rules
- Not a lot of tragic. Tragic should be respectful of others especially foot and bicycle.
- I do not feel safe driving because there are so many blind curves due to overgrowth that needs desperately to be cut back. Walkers and cyclists take over the roads and it is very dangerous.
- Other drivers seem alert and cautious for the most part, the speed limit is low, I often see patrol cars on duty which is definitely an added sense of security and safety.
- Streets are well lit Wide enough roads
- when people obey traffic rules, especially stop signs and especially at Busbee
- Safe means I do not worry about kids running into the street unexpectedly, safe means walkers were reflective clothing or lights to see when walking in the dark not dark clothing. Safe means I can give room to walkers in the road by moving to the other side of the street when no on coming traffic is coming. Safe means I have certainty of what to expect when driving.
- I drive at a comfortable speed and can feel that I will likely not get into any sort of accident.
- No worries about encountering unsafe drivers or situations.
- Feeling you can travel without endangering yourself or others
- Not threatened by speeding. Although bike and pedestrian traffic can create concerns.
- Few cars. Less dump trucks speeding. Less construction traffic. No one travels at 25 mph!
- You have to really watch at 4 way stops (Hilltop/Stuyvesant). People don’t always stop.
• That I don’t have to worry about bikers and pedestrians in my driving lane. This is especially an issue in the early mornings, but also throughout the day with dog walkers and visitors from outside neighborhoods. Somehow the road has become secondary to drivers...
• Not worried about car jackings or seeing a bear run across the road out of nowhere. Not worried about drunk or otherwise reckless drivers. Knowing the Biltmore police are always close by.
• Drivers adhering to speed limits, lane closures or work being properly marked with signage, roads being in good repair with right of ways maintained,
• Folks observing speed limit and walking on left side, visible presence of police all make it feel safe, as well as the generally very low amount of traffic
• That other cars are paying attention to what is happening around them—pulling onto roads and out of driveways safely.
• Well lit streets, room for pedestrians, roads well marked
• Slow speeds and good visibility
• If all cars drive under the speed limit, driving would be consistently safe.
• I do not feel safe when encountering pedestrians walking in dark clothes—(day or night) or when they are in the road or walking with traffic. I fear I will hit them
• Slow speeds Alert Drivers Police presence
• Speed Lane-cars stay in No parking in road
• Not fear speeders

6.) Do you avoid traveling on any specific roadways in Biltmore Forest due to safety or congestion issues? If so, please specify the area and the concern.
• Turning left from Cedarcliff is suicide.
• I am not comfortable walking or riding bicycle on Stuyvesant. We use Frith and connecting roads. People “fly” in front of our house and often miss the turn out of BMF to the parkway as they are driving too fast. We have asked for a flashing light but nothing transpired.
• No concerns when driving, but when walking I feel a little weary about (a) the section of Vanderbilt between Town Hall and Rosebank Park, and (b) the section of Stuyvesant near the county club (almost the whole length between Browntown and Southwood). If I could wish sidewalks into existence anywhere in town, these would be the places, but I know that’s unlikely to be possible.
• No
• Avoid Blue Ridge parkway at Hendersonville Rd. 5-6 PM
• Eastwood road is too congested, so yes, I avoid it.
• no
• Don’t avoid traveling on any road. Congestion most felt on Vanderbilt, Stuyvesant and Busbee, and access to BF from Blue Ridge Parkway and Hendersonville Toad.
• No
• No
• Any roadway without a designated center line is difficult to travel
• No
• I don’t avoid any roads, but have concerns about some. 1. The Busbee/Vanderbilt intersection needs a stop sign! The Van.Rd. drivers get up a head of steam (going in both directions) and that corner has limited visibility all around because of foliage. One can hardly get going
from a full stop before a Van.Rd. driver is upon them. Last week a southbound driver on Vanderbilt, who was turning left onto Busbee, cut the corner so severely he drove over the word STOP that was painted on the street, appearing suddenly in front of me in my lane. If I hadn’t been driving slowly in anticipation of having to stop at that intersection, I would have hit him. I had to slam on my brakes to avoid that. This wouldn’t have happened if he had a stop sign also. 2. The lack of visibility because of bushes is also a problem at Forest/Lone Pine and Forest/Busbee. We keep hearing that line of sight is important, and that homeowners will be required to cut back their landscaping, but that NEVER HAPPENS. It is dangerous, especially for walkers. 3. I don’t know if this is a Town or a DOT issue, but the signs indicating lanes when entering Vanderbilt from All Souls Crescent are confusing. It would help if the signs for the right lane (next to the church) showed TWO arrows for the 2 right turns, and a straight and left arrow for the left lane drivers. Have had more than one confusing merge situation as another driver also wants to enter the town via Vanderbilt Rd. at that intersection.

- Vanderbilt Rd (between Biltmore Village and Town Hall) isn’t a safe place to walk. I live along Vanderbilt and need to walk or run for a bit along the road to get to a different, quieter street where I can run comfortably. I’d really be in favor of having a sidewalk for Vanderbilt.
- No
- No
- Avoid Stuyvesant because of excessive speed bumps. I think 7 in less than a mile is excessive.
- Exiting the Forest from Eastwood Rd at peak hour is a nightmare.
- Left Exiting Browntown Rd. Due to traffic. Cedarcliff entrance/exit due to visibility and exposure to Hendersonville Rd. Traffic.
- Stuyvesant Road
- No, but heavy traffic on Hendersonville Rd makes me avoid ingress and egress at rush hours, particularly on Fridays
- no
- No
- no
- no
- N/A
- I avoid making left turns out of Cedarcliff
- Congestion at Browntown and Hendersonville roads is a concern when exiting Biltmore Forest.
- Parkway in late afternoon.
- No
- I avoid driving by the country club because of the obnoxious speed bump/cart crossing. Otherwise, no
- We avoid certain areas during construction due to congestion
- No
- No
- I try to avoid Hendersonville Rd as much as possible because the traffic is so congested and it’s very unnerving trying to cross from Browntown Rd especially. But all the grocery stores and medical facilities we frequent are along Hendersonville Rd so it is quite difficult to avoid it.
- no
- Turning left off Hendersonville Rd. (while headed North) onto the Blue Ridge Parkway is a very dangerous venture and probably should be made illegal.
- In the afternoon I try to avoid the entrance/exit near the Parkway, It is way too congested. Also the light at Valley Springs is extremely long when leaving Biltmore Forest
• The traffic light at Valley Springs Road onto Hendersonville road could be a little longer. Currently only 4 cars can safely traverse the intersection going northbound.
• I don’t make a left from Cedarcliff onto Hendersonville Road—not anything the Town can do about that traffic!
• I avoid exiting the Town using the Blue Ridge Parkway exit in the mid-to-late afternoon due to congestion.
• No
• No
• No
• No
• No, although I often find I should have,
• If I know on a construction site, I avoid it. Don’t think most workers are very considerate of the neighbors or pedestrians. Of course there’s always exceptions
• No.
• Long traffic lights at Vanderbilt and all souls and intersection at busbee and Hendersonville rd
• I avoid the upper (Eastwood-Stuyvesant) part of Hilltop Rd because the speed humps will damage my vehicle at the posted speed limit. I don’t often exit at Eastwood because the light cycle is too slow.
• Valley Springs Road and Chauncey Circle (closest to the Ramble gatehouse) has no stop sign. Valley Springs Road curves, so making a left turn from Chauncey Circle onto Valley Springs is a game of chicken. You can use all the caution, pull out when you think it’s clear and still have to slam on brakes to avoid being broadsided. This has happened to my neighbors and me on many occasions. One of these days, someone’s going to get hurt or worse,
• No.
• Area in front of the Country Club due to the too large speed humps
• No
• No
• Although we live on Deerfield Road, I avoid walking our dogs on Browntown because of safety issues - speeding, multiple blind intersections, distracted drivers, drivers in the middle or wrong side of the road, drivers ignoring the traffic signs on the intersecting roads, heavy contractor traffic early/late in the day. The Deerfield - Browntown intersection is particularly unsafe because it is a blind intersection, on a curve, over the crest of a hill
• Blue ridge at rush hour - backed up
• No
• Walking on Browntown, Busbee and Stuyvesant is quite dangerous due to trucks and cyclists-
• I don’t turn left from Browntown because its safer to go to Busbee... no need for changes.
• No
• My house is on North end of Vanderbilt Rd. It would make most sense for me to use Cedarcliff to get onto Hendersonville Rd. Or as the masin entry way to my house. But, I find that intersection to be more dangerouse than others, so! I enter BF by Busbee Rd or Vanderbilt Rd from Biltmore village.
• I hate the length of the light at busbee intersection
• Entering Cedarcliff due to narrowness, property driveway at that entrance, blind curve from southbound traffic and speed of that traffic on Hendersonville. Blue Ridge Parkway to Hendersonville is frequently backed up to access from Stuyvesant. Any access to Hendersonville without a traffic light to make the left northbound.
• Yes.
• Cedar Cliff Road--no stop light.
• Southwood has a lot of truck traffic and curves. I don’t turn in on Cedarcliff or Browntown much because the turns are sharp and the traffic on Hendersonville Rd. is fast.
• I avoid walking on the left side of Lone Pine Rd where it intersects with Forest Rd because I am concerned a driver might not see me due to the height of shrubbery.
• Yes. I avoid turning from Chauncey Circle onto Valley Springs from the SW corner because of poor visibility of traffic approaching from the left.
  • no
  • No
  • No
  • No
  • Avoid Blue Ridge Parkway entrance/exit during rush hour because of backups from Parkway users.
• I avoid exiting at the Parkway during rush hours. There is often a line extending to the Parkway trying to get on Hendersonville Rd going south. The heavy traffic and poor visibility make exiting difficult. I avoid Stuyvesant/Vanderbilt when bikers are present.
• No
• no
• Turning in to Biltmore Forest at the Parkway is dangerous. Making a left turn onto Hendersonville Road is dangerous if not at a street light. And even then, drivers on Hendersonville Road routinely run the red lights.
• No
• avoid buena vista due to so many homes with possible obstructions, avoid leaving neighborhood on cedarcliff due to visibility with hedges/returning due to hard turn angle at 45 mph
• Occasionally Vanderbilt and Southwood, as Construction vehicles sometimes have one lane blocked.
• Yes, avoid hvl road from parkway access road during rush hour as exiting traffic can be backed up onto parkway, making it hard to exit BF. Also turning left from hvl road onto parkway access road, can be difficult due to heavy traffic and at other times to see speeding cars coming up hvl road hill- will use the parkway to enter at those times. Occasionally will avoid Eastwood stoplight leaving BF during evening rush hour as many cars and work trucks needing to turn left into hvl road, along with the cars turning right from apartments across the road. Sometimes have to wait for next round of green lights. Occas. when turning into BF from southbound hvl road onto Eastwood, have suddenly come upon walkers, cyclists a stalled car or BFPD stop near the hill/ blind curve, can be a problem in that area of Eastwood road. There are some other blind curves in BF that even at 20-25 mph, an oncoming car or truck have crossed over into my lane, or walkers walking side by side.
• Stuyvesant around the Country Club.
• No.
• No
• Southwood - blind corners with casual walkers that cannot be seen when driving Several blind corners
• Busbee due to long wait at light
• No
• No
• I avoid walking on Busbee between Vandy and HVL Rd, and Stuyvesant from #1 to top of that hill. Blind due to always-overgrown vegetation.
• I avoid the intersection of Cedarcliff and Hendersonville Road when I am going out. The sign says no right turn and the left turn feels dangerous to me.
• I don't like turning left out of Browntown.
• No
• No
• The parkway entrance or exit at rush hour
• No
• Avoid Vanderbilt North of Busbee as Hendersonville road is faster (higher speed limit - no complaints) Avoid Stuyvesant between Busbee and Club as facility users often tailgate (going towards or away from club)
• The Vanderbilt Stuyvesant intersection is dangerous and needs 4 way stop signs. Coming from Vanderbilt Road, cars going North on Stuyvesant often speed and it is very difficult to see them. I've had two very close calls here! Fix this before someone gets badly hurt. There is already one stop sign on Vanderbilt, and this one is badly needed.
• None. All roads feel safe.
• No
• Not really
• Day or night or dusk. You cant believe how stupid we are
• Parkway from Hendersonville Road in heavy traffic
• Vanderbilt at Busbee; Stuyvesant at Hilltop; Left turn of Stuyvesant getting to Hendersonville Rd; Curve of Stuyvesant Road by Park
• No
• Vanderbilt Rd south from Biltmore Village is dangerous for cyclists because cars/trucks pass on the curves. This is a serious issue all the way to the speed limit change sign
• no
• Don’t like walking on Busbee--need sidewalk from Vanderbilt to Hendersonville Rd
• Cedarcliff Road @ Hendersonville Road--difficult in and out during peak traffic and commute times
• No--but I avoid the ‘hump’ roads as often as possible
• Long traffic light @ Busbee
• Eastwood in the late afternoon - light takes a long time w not all cars clearing the light leaving the Forest.
• None
• Making a left on to Blue Ridge Parkway entrance to BF going North on Hendersonville Rd.
• Turning onto Hendersonville Rd from Browntown during higher traffic times, especially if a car is turning left. Turning onto Browntown from Buena Vista and vice versa because the shrubs make a blind corner.
• None
• No
• I don’t run or walk along Vanderbilt Road between the town hall and Biltmore Village. Many of the cars driving this section are going to fast and don’t yield enough space to pedestrians and bikers along this section.
• No
• Yes, Parkway Ramp to HVL Road from 4:30 on weekdays
• No
• No
• Try to avoid speedbumps
• I typically don’t have any issues with congestion.
• The turn from buena vista onto browntown (either left or right) can be tricky because of the slope of browntown and because of the hedges there; same for turning left or right onto Hendersonville from browntown
• No
• No.
• NO
• No
• No
• I try to not walk on Stuyvesant particularly between Hill Top and South Wood. I do try to not use Eastwood when driving after 8am because it is too crowded.
• Avoid going in and out Ridgefield due to traffic congestion, safety. The turn lane is dangerous with Valvoline customers trying to turn into there, and us trying for Ridgefield.
  • no
  • No
  • No
  • No
  • Not really.
  • No
• No, but I am leery of leaving White Oak Rd toward Busbee Rd due to cars speeding on the spur of Busbee that goes South onto Hendersonville Road. A caution sign on Busbee warning of cross traffic would help.
  • not really
  • No
  • No
  • No.
  • No.
• I avoid Busbee and Eastwood
  • Not really.
• I try to avoid turning left onto Hendersonville Rd from Browntown - for both the sanity of those behind me as well as my own safety... I worry about my child walking or biking on White Oak when traffic on Hendersonville Road sends people barreling down the street as a cut through but thankfully this isn’t frequent.
  • No
• I avoid White Oak because the kids are running in the road without looking or concern for cars and I worry about hitting a kid. The neighbors also do not think about staggering cars parked in the road so traffic can get by reasonably
• Browntown entrance. Really the exit onto Hendersonville seems dangerous. I also do not like taking Eastwood out on bike due to the curve... I do not feel safe in that section in anything other than a vehicle.
• I walk around town quite often and, depending on the time of day, will avoid Stuyvesant and Vanderbilt due to heavy traffic and speeding vehicles.
• Southwood
• No.
• Busbee exit backs up at the light. Vanderbilt exit backs up frequently.
• Don’t use cedar cliff to exit to Hendersonville Rd....its dangerous. Can’t see oncoming traffic well enough to exit. Leaving BF on Parkway ramp to Hendersonville Rd. is very crowded and congested sometimes
• Browntown Road has become a nightmare to exit because we allow left hand turns! It is also heavily traveled by people cutting through from outside neighborhoods walking their dogs and not getting out of the road when approached by vehicles. In addition, anywhere in the neighborhood where street parking is allowed causes a hazard; this is particularly true at the lower half of Browntown near Hendersonville Road.
• I do not actively avoid any roads
• We tend not to walk on Busbee, Vanderbilt, or Stuyvesant
  • No
  • No
  • None
  • no
• Cedarcliff--exit danger on Eastwood when large construction trucks are on it
• Cedarcliff--blind to traffic on H'ville Rd
• Trucks park on Eastwood curve Southwood @ Stuyvesant
• No

6.) Do you feel that construction/landscaping vehicles pose a specific concern for roadway safety? If so, please specify your concern.

• Yes - in general, they speed. BBBarnes trucks are pretty good, though
• They are often on the road but it is my assumption the “forest” needs care they provide.
• These are indeed the greatest hazards, but I don’t think there’s a grand solution to them except talking to them when they’re particularly poorly parked.
• No
• When they park in the road
• Yes. There are so many large, heavy trucks… again, especially on Eastwood Road
• sometimes
• Yes. Many are large and drive over the speed limit.
• No
• Yes. They park vehicles in the roadway.
• Yes, frequently obstructing roadways
• Only when they park in the roadway on a blind turn
• Since construction vehicles are to be parked on the property, this is less a concern while driving. However, while walking, construction vehicles pose a threat due to speed driven
• Not major concern but they are a concern when they block half the road and hard to see any oncoming traffic due to poor visibility due to hills.
• Yes! They park on the street while working on homes (sometimes LITERALLY FOR YEARS AT A TIME!!) which hinders visibility. They also drive way too fast.
• If they’re parked along a major road like Vanderbilt, yes. This could be mitigated by better use of reflective triangles or signs.
• No
• On occasion, particularly when they are parked in the road
• Yes. They can be parked in the street taking up a full lane for up to several hours.
• The heavy vehicle traffic on Eastwood Rd can be heavy and noisy. Particularly when “Jake” brakes are used. Should be illegal
• Not at all.
• Absolutely. Trucks are getting larger and more frequent. The wear and tear is considerable. Also the noise is disturbing from early morning to almost dark
• Yes as these large vehicles reduce road passage to one lane or less
• occasionally
• Of course with some narrower roadways one must be careful when passing the commercial vehicles, but that is not an unreasonable requirement.
• yes speeding
• no
• N/A
• No
• To some extent as they often park on the streets. Keep police patrolling and looking for problematic areas instead of some new ordinance.
• No
• White Oak Rd has been COVERED UP with construction vehicles for the past year. This is rarely a problem except when they park on opposite sides of the road.
• Yes because many times there are multiple cars (sometimes over 20!) working on one house and the roadways become too crowded.
• I do not feel that construction vehicles pose a roadway safety issue but I do request that construction traffic entering the Ramble not pass through the town (ie Valley Springs Rd, Chauncey Circle and Niagara). There are currently no construction traffic signs but they are small and there is no where to turn around once someone sees one. The Ramble guards are not diligent in enforcing the no construction traffic rule. Just like the residents of Cedar Cliff to not like it to be used as an entrance to the Biltmore Estate, I request that Valley Springs Rd not be used for Ramble construction traffic. I work in the yard often and see large equipment/building supply transport trucks, cement trucks and other construction traffic coming up and down valley springs every time I am out.
• No
• Yes, at times they drive too fast and frequently block roads, causing traffic to back up.
• Landscape more than construction. Trucks with trailers should either park in a driveway or on the owners grass. This is aggravated when the property is located in a curve.
• On occasion, too many vehicles are parked one after the other, forcing traffic into the opposite lane. This can force cars into head on situations and pedestrians into on comming traffic.
• No
• 100%, especially when they park on both sides of the street and across the street (behind) a driveway. The worst streets are the ones were houses are closer together. But if they all at least stuck to one side of the road instead of parking on BOTH sides you could at least see what is coming at you.
• “New” Construction Vehicles should not be allowed on Valley Springs Road before the Ramble Gate. All Ramble home sites outside the gate are sold and developed.
• Yes, especially when the just leave their vehicles in the road in a blind curve!
• absolutely! they limit visibility They should not park on curves/corners
• YES. THERE IS MUCH TOO MUCH CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC COMING INTO THE RAMBLE AT THE MAIN GATE. THEY DRIVE TOO FAST, THEY USE THEIR CELL PHONES AND THEY MAKE HUGE RUTS IN THE GREEN AREAS WHEN DRIVING/TURNING.
• yes - whenever they desire to turn left exiting Eastwood
• Nope
• no
• Yes. For instance when landscapers are blowing leaves they have on ear protectors and cannot hear when traffic is coming. I am concerned that they will not see me.
• No
• No
• Too many heavy dump trucks & trucks pulling heavy equipment. It’s increasing every year. Too many tear downs including BFCC.
• Yes
• Yes. Definitely.
• Often there are trucks (types mentioned above) that are blocking the roadway on curves and in areas that create blind spots. There should be someone to wave people around or parking in a more sensible location.
• Yes! Parking on the streets is inappropriate and blocks the roadways. There should be a limit to the number of constructions vehicles on site at any one time. I’ve counted 15 trucks parked around a new construction.
• Yes. I would like to see warning markers placed early on roadways where construction will block a lane. An alternative would be workers station for traffic flow guidance (which is some-
times employed by not always). Changing lanes is most hazardous near blind curves (Southwood & Vanderbilt Roads).

- No
- Yes - town should require all service vehicles to park clear of traffic lanes and only on or in front of the property they’re servicing, unless otherwise necessary for tree work, etc., in which case flaggers should be employed to direct traffic. Major house renovations should be limited to once per 10 years per residence, irrespective of change of ownership.
- Yes, same intersection as above...no regard for speed limit.
- Yes, On Valley Springs Rd. These vehicles often travel very rapidly. I live at 66 Chauncey Circle and have almost been hit on numerous occasions when turning left onto Valley Springs Rd. We have requested at stop sign at that location.
- No and their presence is a necessity.
- No
- Rarely there are landscaping vehicles with trailers blocking significant parts of lanes, but for the most part I don’t think they are a big concern
- Overall, not in particular, but from time to time I feel that they could have been parked in a less obstructive location and away from blind intersections - they should also set out traffic cones or other warnings for approaching traffic. Given the lawns, gardens and trees (and leaves!) in BF, these vehicles are a necessary fact of life. BF should have a contractor vehicle policy that each homeowner could print out and hand to their contractors - governing parking, speeding, etc.
- No as long as they park in a meaningful manner to allow cars to pass
- Vegetation at junction of Vanderbilt and Stuyvesant (being stone wall) making exiting from Vanderbilt at stop sigh difficult and dangerous.
- Absolutely, often over speed limit. I wish they were only allowed at one or two entrances and this could be enforced. The commercial traffic into the club ALWAYS comes down Browntown and (including the dump truck for the dumpsters at club) all Coca Cola trucks, Inland seafood, US foods, etc....very early in morning and drive very fast....all of them.
- Speed! Distracted Drivers... ALWAYS on their phones... I get it, its their office time but LET the other guy drive! Stay on the pavement. Busbee has houses set back so the noise is not obtrusive with big dump trucks, other streets are primarily residential... yes... Browntown
- Yes! It makes it very hard to see around their parked trucks and cars.
- Yes, especially when they are parked on a hill and can not see on coming traffic when trying to go around them.
- Yes! since I live on Vanderbilt rd on the North end of town, I see a huge volume of contractors coming in from Biltmore Village, and driving at excessive speeds even though the speed limit is 25. Contractors should be entering Biltmore Forest at the entrance closest to their destination.
- No
- Most appear more considerate than the rest of traffic in my experience
- Yes. Not only do they throw out there garbage out the window. They fly through the neighborhood
- 1. This is a big issue. 2. Large trucks partially blocking roadways with no one directing traffic. 3. Speeding vehicles are a constant problem. 4. The “Great White Whale” under construction at Southwood and Stuyvesant for several years now has presented perpetual problems for resident traffic and pedestrians walking on Southwood. There were approximately 30 vehicles both on the property and on Southwood on Oct. 26 of this year. Also as a general rule we have found that speeding trucks show little if any respect for pedestrians and on one occasion my wife, dog and I were nearly hit by a speeding dump truck. 5. Please keep shrubbery trimmed off the road where such shrubbery blinds a turn. 6. Really functional speed bumps on
congested construction/landscaping used roads would be helpful.
• Those vehicles are a problem when they park on the roadways; when they block visibility around curves; when they drive too fast!
• Yes. Many times these vehicles are going way too fast AND when they are on their jobs they block roads or block vision so you can’t see if something is coming. In addition these workers (not residents) avoid Stuyvesant because of the speed bumps. They fly down Greenwood, for example.
• Yes. They often park on the road, making it difficult to see oncoming traffic around them. They also do not always stay on the correct side of the road around curves, meaning that oncoming traffic the opposite direction has to “dodge” them.
• Yes, parking in roadways blocking sight of oncoming traffic, going fast around blind curves.
• Yes, at times. Some go too fast, but also some go very slowly and back up traffic. Some are considerate and pull over to let traffic pass. Also, some who are working after dark (especially in winter) need to provide more light and reflectors so that drivers can see them
• Yes but not sure much can be done about it. Some of the more persnickety neighbors won’t let their landscape people even park off of the roadway-making them park fully on the road.
• Yes. Often block too much of road and even leave street side doors open. Worse usually for construction vehicles.
• No
• The last lot on The Ramble area off Valley Springs Road is nearing completion. This should negate the need for construction traffic to use this road. Hopefully such traffic bound for inside the Ramble gate can be banned from Valley Springs Road -- as a small sign near the Hendersonville Road entrance states. This needs to be enforced.
• No.
• In some spots. It can be difficult to see whether there is oncoming traffic.
• Yes recently the excessive amount of huge dump trucks up and down Vanderbilt are a problem...but I know necessary...not only dangerous to walkers and bikers..kids..but also some have flying debris...
• no
• Yes. They are typically going too fast.
• Yes..Landscaping people can’t hear you coming because of their equipment. Construction people are parked in the roads creating a one-way problem
• I don’t know how you solve but long term construction projects with many vehicles along the roadway become frustrating
• Yes. As of recently Southwood Rd. Particularly unsafe when trucks are totally parked in the road
• Construction/landscape vehicles have an important role in Biltmore Forest. They usually have to occupy a lane. This frequently means having to cross lanes at a blind curver. Cones placed well ahead would allow choosing another route.
• Yes but also realize they have work to do and some properties house the trucks better than others. Not sure how to get around that issue due to topography and design of roads. I have an issue when the neighbors’ work trucks etc park on the town easement grass that I maintain. They destroy the grass and leave ruts.
• It depends. On some of the less-used roads, their okay. On Stuyvesant, on the other hand, it can be an issue.
• Yes. As you might suspect many tend to speed and God there are too many of them. Did you ask about noise? You should
• Occasionally. Sometimes vehicle width exceeds half the road width. Some vehicles are too heavy for some of our bridges, defying signs.
• Intersection of Southwood and Stuyvesant construction activity At times construction vehi-
cles or landscaping vehicles park over the centerline

- No
- Landscapers/ construction vehicles frequently drive over speed limit. Large construction projects over many, many months (years) seem to feel too comfortable parking on shoulders. Thought there was a directive to hose down street in front of building site. Southwood and Stuyvesant is really bad!
- Not specifically.
- Because the streets are narrow in many places, lawn maintenance vehicles and construction can obstruct the roadways and cause slight danger
- If in an area with already-short sight lines, or within 1/10 ml of a stop sign or access road, yes.
- Coming in, the intersection of Busbee and Vanderbilt needs some trimming done on the North-east corner. It is hard to see to the North on Vanderbilt.
- Yes. Not terrible but they do make it hard to see around if walking or driving.
- Blocking view of pedestrians
- Yes Large vehicles travel to fast.
- No
- No
- No
- I feel that they sometimes drive too fast!
- Not currently except at the Parkway intersection when cars park illegally.
- It's never been an issue for me.
- Yes. Ridgefield is a narrow street with two sharp, almost blind turns. Other narrow streets are similar. We've had several issues with construction vehicle issues
  - Especially when parked on curve
  - Sometimes they do not park far enough to the side
  - Especially when parked on curve
  - No
- All construction traffic, all landscaping vehicles, should always enter and exit only via Busbee Road, Vanderbilt Road and Stuyvesant Road via Parkway ONLY
- Leaves and trash on roads a concern
- Yes, mainly speeding; Items falling off trucks; excessive weight; noise; not observing speed bumps
- Construction vehicles do not follow the speed limit while driving in our town.
- Some noise Some speeding
- They don't obey speed limits but neither do most residents.
- no
- Not usually--but the event at Southwood and Stuyvesant is concerning
- Yes, but we have no choice
- I would prefer this question to be simplified to “...feel that vehicles parked in roadways pose a specific concern for...” then I would say “Yes”... and I believe the concern is obvious...
- No
- No.
- Sometimes on Browntown but not generally.
- yes, on Southwood lately the construction vehicles park on the curve, creating risk for drivers and pedestrians. homeowners renovating or building need to have their crews park more safely.
- No, helps keep traffic slow
- No
- Yes particularly in curvy, short sighted curves like Southwood along the golf course.
- No
• YES, DEFINITELY! Trucks fly on Eastwood Road. Extremely dangerous in the curve of Eastwood with walkers, children and cyclists. Also, the curve on Westwood is dangerous. Trucks are in the middle of the road driving too fast.
• They’re driving too fast. Most do drugs
• Absolutely! Especially on Southwood and Westwood.
• No gotta have em
• Yes, they park on the roads—not on the side areas, jut out too far to make it safe or easy to pass, and they stay there for a long time.
• No
• Many landscape workers do not pay enough attention when working near the street. Most provide enough clearance with parked vehicles.
• Construction and vendor traffic on Browntown that I have seen is typically going faster than the speed limit, sometimes significantly, in both directions.
• Yes depending on how they park. If the park on peak of hill where opposing drivers can see to pass. Or just over hill crest where drivers don’t even know they are there and might ram into them. They should be required to park with clear two way passing of vehicles.
• Yes, these vehicles block appropriate two way traffic and make it difficult to see oncoming traffic. Also, pose a threat to walkers forcing them to walk on the wrong side of the road.
• There are times when roads can be completely blocked by construction and landscaping vehicles making it difficult if not impossible to pass. More importantly it makes it difficult for emergency vehicles.
• Yes, when they park on the road. Especially the home under construction near #1 green at BFCC. Those construction vehicles make that intersection very difficult.
• No
• Landscaping vehicles aren’t an issue for me since they are in and out. Construction vehicles are often overwhelming by their sheer number and length of presence which is often months.
• Yes absolutely! They drive too fast( especially at 5 minutes before 7), they park on the sides of the streets and they throw their trash on the streets ( there is always a bunch of chicken bones that are left in the grass whenever the construction workers are there. My dog finds them and it is awful trying to get them out of her mouth)
• Yes, they are constantly using ridgefield as cut thru, and some pulling large equipment. Not obeying speed limit.
• No
• Landscaping vehicles. They have no where to go. Need to use Orange cones when stopped in roadway.
• No
• I respect these workers and most are careful within our neighborhood
• Construction/landscaping vehicles do pose a concern for roadway safety. The roads are not wide enough for these vehicles to park on the side of the street. They pose a problem with oncoming traffic, bicycles, and pedestrians.
• No
• Yes! Landscaping vehicles park without regard to sight-lines of drivers as they negotiate the parked vehicles. I support an ordinance that requires all commercial vehicles to be parked on the property that is being serviced and not in the public roadway.
• Yes-blocking roadways and speeding
• Construction will always annoy people but it is never an ongoing situation in any one area. There is always an end to it. People need to accept this.
• No
• No.
• Yes… for size and volume
• They are generally less respectful.
• Not really. Except I am constantly having to deal with nails in my tires due to construction debris in roadways
• No. It’s part of living in a community where improvements are constantly being made (which I see as a good thing) and I think it even helps slow traffic down.
• Sometimes
• When these type of vehicles are pulled over and staggered so traffic can get by, I do not have a concern. When landscapers park in front of neighbors driveways it’s concerning for how to get out without hitting the vehicle.
• No
• Sometimes they do not respect our speed limits
• Yes. Construction and landscaping vehicles blocking one lane of the roads make roadways unsafe; this is especially an issue on Southwood
• No.
• Most trucks are speeding. Dump trucks should be forced to drive at 25 in and out and NOT decelerate/loud muffler- loud noise from truck.
• Yes, they park on & ride through peoples grass. Don’t stay on their side of the road many times while driving. Many drive over speed limit.
• Yes. Many times because they are bigger, they park in ways that are unsafe and blocking traffic without appropriate staff in the road ensuring safety.
• I would like to see better marking requirements for commercial vehicles (both public and private) on the shoulder/right-of-way such as cones, flags, or signs.
• Yes depending on the size and duration of the project.
• Not really.
• Yes - the roads are narrow and hard to get around the vehicles safely
• None
• It is especially troublesome when they clog both sides of the road
• not really
• At times--no cones around equipment vehickles, too far out in the roads
• Yes Often block roadway
• Speed and parking
• No, they tend to be very careful and thoughtful. They are necessary

10.) When you walk, which streets in Biltmore Forest do you walk along the most?

• Home street - Forest Rd
• Vanderbilt Road
• Forest, Stuyvesant, Vanderbilt, Southwood and Cedar Hill
• Frith
• Forest, East Forest, Vanderbilt, and Park.
• Stuyvesant rd Stuyvesant crescent Frith Holly hill Greenwood Greenwood place Westwood Hilltop
• Fir Tree Lane and Cedarcliff
• Eastwood Vanderbilt Forest south wood Stuyvesant
• hilltop, westwood , southwood
• Vanderbilt, Stuyvesant, Southwood and Brookside.
• Vanderbilt, Busbee, Stuyvesant, Forest, Cedar Cliff. Park. Basically all roads south of the club
• Forest, E Forest. Vanderbilt
• Cedar Hill Brookside Hemlock
• Amherst, White Oak, Buena Vista, Forest Road
• Busbee, Forest, Vanderbilt, Park, White Oak, Browntown, Stuyvesant
• Cedar Chine, Hemlock, Southwood, Fir Tree Lane, Vanderbilt
• Forest, East Forest, Park, Vanderbilt, Busbee, & Cedarcliff (I walk a long time) Sometimes Arboretum, Lone Pine
• Vanderbilt, Busbee, Buena Vista, Park, Forest, E Forest, Browntown, Deerfield, Amherst
• Hilltop
• Vanderbilt, Busbee, Cedarcliff, Forest, Buena Vista and White Oak
• Forest/east forest/Vanderbilt/cedarcliff/buena vista
• Hilltop, Southwood, Stuyvesant
• Vanderbilt, Cedarcliff, Forest, Busbee
• White Oak, Amherst, Buena Vista, Lone Pine, Forest, Busbee. Also Hemlock, Cedar Chine, Brookside, Southwood, Eastwood, Hilltop
• Vanderbilt/Park Road
• Vanderbilt, Park, Forest, Buena Vista, White Oak, Amherst
• Browntown, Amherst; Deerfield; Stuyvesant; Lone Pine; Vanderbilt; Buena Vista
• Cedarcliff; Busbee; Vanderbilt
• Buena Vista and White Oak
• Vanderbilt Rd Forest Rd Park Rd
• Stuyvesant Lone Pine Buena Vista Browntown
• Cedarcliff and Forest Rd
• Stuyvesant Road
• White Oak, Buena Vista, Browntown, Stuyvesant, Vanderbilt, Forest, East Forest, Cedarcliff and Busbee.
• Vanderbilt, Cedarcliff, Busbee
• White Oak, Busbee, Forest, Lone Pine
• Hilltop, greenwood, Stuyvesant
• Busbee, Forest, Park, Chauncey Circle, Niagara, Valley Springs
• Forest, Vanderbilt, cedar cliff
• Browntown, Stuyvesant, Amherst
• Chauncey Circle
• Forest, Cedarcliff, Busbee, Buena Vista, White Oak.
• Valley Springs Rd., Chauncey Circle
• Chauncey Circle and Niagara
• Busbee, Browntown, Stuyvesant, White Oak, Buena Vista, Lone Pine
• Valley Springs Road
• Forest, Lone Pine, Browntown, White Oak, Buena Vista, Busbee, Cedarcliff, East Forest, Park and Stuyvesant (not all on the same day!)
• Busbee, Forest, Cedarcliff
• Chauncey Circle, Valley Springs Road, Ramble Way, Mirehouse Run, Brookline Drive, Fairview Drive, Nethermead Drive, Racquet Club Rd.
• Chauncey Circle
• White Oak, Buena Vista, Busbee
• Busbee/Vanderbilt area.
• Chauncey Circle
• Hilltop Road
• Forest Vanderbilt Stuyvesant
• Vanderbilt Rd
• 5 Fairway Place
• Cedar Chine, Cedar Hill, Brookside, Westwood, Greenwood Pl, Greenwood, Hilltop, Brooklawn Chase, Hemlock
• Cedar Hill Dr. Brookside Westwood Southwood Vanderbilt
• Forest Road, Park, Cedarcliff, in front of Town Hall. Vanderbilt has too much traffic and fast traffic.
• Cedar Chine, Hemlock, and Fir Tree, Southwood
• Hilltop
• Hilltop, Brookside/Westwood, Greenwood, Eastwood, Southwood.
• Chauncey Circle
• Chauncey Circle
• Various routes
• Forest, Vanderbilt
• Cedarcliff, Forest, Busbee
• Deerfield Road, Amherst Road. Browntown Road, Fairway
• Vanderbilt Forest
• Hilltop, Stuyvesant, Eastwood
• Vanderbilt and Park (2 miles)
• Browntown, Vanderbilt, Cedarcliff, Stuyvesant, Lone Pine, Forest, East Forest, White Oak and Buena Vista, Southwood, Cedar Hill, Hemlock, Brookside.
• Used to be white oak... little boys were monsters on bikes and scared my dogs too much to bother... not relaxing anymore. mostly small block of Deerfield and Amhurst
• Vanderbilt. Brook side. The new section hilltop Stuyvesant eastwood
• Park Road, Vanderbilt, Forest Road
• Vanderbilt, lone pine, Stuyvesant, park road, Busbee, Forest road
• Vanderbilt Rd, CedarCliff Rd, Forest Rd and Busbee Rd
• Vanderbilt Stuyvesant brown town park roac
• Vanderbilt, Forest, Cedarcliff, Park, Browntown, Buena Vista
• Westwood Southwood Vanderbilt Greenwood
• Greenwood, Southwood, Stuyvesant, Brookside, Hill Top, and Westwood.
• Ridgefield, Hilltop, Greenwood, Greenwood Place, Brookside, Southwood, Stuyvesant. More occasionally Cedar Hill, Cedar Chine, Holly Hill area.
• Browntown Road Busbee Road Vanderbilt Road Park Road
• Forest Rd
• Hilltop, Westwood, Greenwood, Stuyvesant, southwood
• Eastwood, Hilltop
• Eastwood Rd, Hilltop
• Chauncey Circle.
• park, forest,busbee Vanderbilt cedar cliff
• East Forest, Forest, Busbee, Cedarcliff
• Valley Springs Road and Chauncey Circle
• 1. Chauncey Circle, Niagara, Valley Springs 2. Busbee, Cedar Cliff, Forest, Park
• Hemlock Cedar Hill Cedar Chine Brooklawn Chase Brookside Southwood Stuyvesant
• Hilltop, Greenwood Place, Greenwood, Westwood, Brookside, Cedar Chine, Cedar Hill
• Vanderbilt Rd, Forest, Lone Pine, Stuyvesant, Busbee, Cedarcliff
• Vanderbilt, Busbee, Forest, park...all south of the club
• Forest and Cedarcliff,
• Stuyvesant Road Vanderbilt Road Brookside Hilltop
• Cedar hill, Brookside,
• Forest and East Forest
• Paths in the Ramble- via Niagara Drive
• Cedar Chine
• Cedar chine, Hemlock, & Fir Tree
• Brookside, Brooklawn Chase, Cedar Chine, Cedar Hill, Fir Tree, and Hemlock.
• Stuyvesant, Frith, Holly Hill, Greenwood Road, Greenwood Place, Westwood, and Hilltop.
• Cedarcliff, Forest, Busbee and Vanderbilt
• Stuyvesant Brown town Bueana Vista White oak
• Vanderbilt, Southwood, Brookside Park
• Greenwood road and place, hilltop, westwood brookside
• Westwood hilltop Brookside Cedar Hill Southwood Greenwood Stuyvesant Hemlock basically most of the south side of town
• Vanderbilt. I used to get off Vandy ASAP, because of constant traffic, but now my mobility is more limited so I need the longer sight lines of straight Vandy to have time to get out of the way of cars. Side roads are too short-sight lined via overgrowth and/or curves for slower people to get off the road.
• Forest, Cedarcliff, Park, Vanderbilt, Lone Pine, Browntown, Buena Vista and Busbee.
• Forest, Park, Vanderbilt, Busbee, Stuyvesant. Sidewalk on Vanderbilt would be great.
• Niagara Drive, Fish Pond Road, Ramble Way
• 75 Chauncey Circle Ramble way
• Vanderbilt, Stuyvesant, Eastwood, Hemlock, Forest, Brookside, Hilltop
• Brown town and surrounding areas
• Always start and end on Vanderbilt Road for some period -divert to sidestreet when one is reached.
• Stuyvesant crescent, greenwood, greenwood place, brookside, brooklawn chase, hemlock, Stuyvesant.
• Cedar Hill Drive
• Vanderbilt, Park, forest and East Forest, cedarcliff, Busbee, Buena Vista, White Oak.
• Hilltop, Brookside, Vanderbilt, Styvustant
• Forest, lone pine, busbee
• Stuyvesant Hilltop Eastwood
• Hilltop Greenwood Rd/Place Southwood Brookside Ridgefield Stuyvescant
• Cedarhill, Brookside, Brooklawn, Chase, Southwood, Hemlock, Fir tree, Cedar Chine
• Park to Hilltop on STuyvesat--back/forth
• Vanderbilt Rd
• Busbee, buena vista, cedarcliff, white oak, Amherst, browntown
• Usually Stuyvesant to Hilltop road to Brookside to Brooklawn Chase to Hemlock and back to Stuyvesant Road.
• Park, Forest, Buena Vista, White Oak, Vanderbilt
• Park Forest Vanderbilt
• Buena Vista Vanderbilt Busbee
• Brookside Southwood
• White Oak Cedarcliff Buena Vista Lone Pine
• Forest, Park
• South of golf course - all over.
• NA
• Park Rd, Forest and E Forest, Busbee, Cedarcliff
• Buena Vista, White Oak, Lone Pine, Browntown
• Park Road, Southwood, Brookside, Cedar Hill Drive, Hemlock Hill
• Amherst, browntown, Vanderbilt, Buena vista, white oak
• White Oak, Buena Vista, Lone Pine, Busbee, Forest
• Hilltop, Eastwood, Southwood, Vanderbilt, Park Road, Stuyvesant, Forest, East Forest
• Greenwood, Westwood, and Chauncey circle.
• Stuyvesant, holly hill, frith
• Hilltop, Eastwood
• Westwood, Brookside, Hilltop, Hemlock, Cedar Hill, Greenwood Road, Stuyvesant
• Stuyvesant
• Cedarcliff, Forest, busbee, Vanderbilt road, park road, south wood, burna vista, white oak, and more
• White oak, buena vista, Amherst, Deerfield
• Brook side, Westwood, Greenwood and Hilltop
• Browntown, Buena Vista, White Oak, Vanderbilt, Busbee, Lone Pine
• Back toward the newer section: Cedar Chine, cedar Hill, brooklawn chase, Westwood, south wood.
• Still exploring... Vanderbilt, Stuyvesant, Eastwood, Southwood
• Park, Vanderbilt, Forest
• Buena Vista, Browntown, Forest, Amherst, Lone Pine, Stuyvesant, Deerfield
• Hemlock, Brookside
• Vanderbilt, Cedarcliff, Forest, Busbee.
• Westwood, Brookwood, Cedar Chime, Fig Tree, Vanderbilt, Park Road, East Forest,
• Park Rd
• I try to stay in the new section but occasionally walk down Stuyvessant with regrets every time
• Ridgefield, hilltop, greenwood, greenwood pl
• 5 Fairway Place
• White Oak
• Hilltop, Greenwood & Stuyvesant
• White oak, brown town, busbee, Amherst
• Brooklawn Chase, Cedar Chine, Cedar Hill, Hemlock, Fir Tree Lane, Brookside
• Stuyvesant, Hilltop, Greenwood, Southwood, Brookside, Westwood
• Hilltop, Westwood
• White Oak Rd
• Stuyvesant Crescent Greenwood Brookside Brooklawn Chase Hemlock
• Vanderbilt Rd
• Vanderbilt, Forest, Buena Vista, White Oak, Deerfield, Amherst
• Cedarcliff, Forest
• Cedarcliff, Forest, and Busbee.
• Stuyvesant Forest Vanderbilt
• All
• Amherst, Deerfield and Browntown
• Hilltop, Westwood, Greenwood and Stuyvesant Crescent
• White Oak, Busbee, Forest, Cedar Cliff, Park, Vanderbilt, Lone Pine, Buena Vista, Browntown,
• Southwood Hilltop Stuyvesant Eastwood Side streets to those streets
• Vanderbilt, Busbee, park, Stuyvesant
• Vanderbilt, Cedarcliff, Busbee, Forest
• Hilltop around the new section.
• Forest, Cedarcliff, Park, Stuyvesant, Eastwood, Hilltop
• Forest Road, Southwood, Brooklawn, Cedar Chine, Hilltop
• Holly Hill, Stuyvesant, Frith
• Vanderbilt, Forest, Park
• Greenwood Road Greenwood Place Hilltop Westwood Loop around pond & dam
• Stuyvesant, Southwood, Vanderbilt, Eastwood, Park, Forest....really all over.
• Amherst, Deerfield, Browntown, Buena Vista, Lone Pine, Forest
• Vanderbilt, Forest, Cedarcliff, Busbee, Park
• Amherst, Browntown, Buena Vista, White Oak, Forest
• Busbee, White Oak, Vanderbilt, Forest, Browntown and Stuyvesant
• Stuyvesant Hilltop Southwood Brookside Additional side streets
• Vanderbilt, Southwood, Park, Brookside, Hilltop, Stuyvesant
• Vanderbilt Cedarcliff
• Vanderbilt Road
• Vanderbilt, Southwood, Brookside, Brooklawn Chase, Park
• Stuyvesant Crescent
• Eastwood Vanderbilt Stuyvesant
• Vanderbilt

10.) What does it mean to feel safe when walking?

• Walking when residents go to and from work is difficult because many speed (a lot). They are NEVER stopped or ticketed. I’m thinking of Greg Goosemann and McCann’s, in particular.
• Because there are no sidewalks, passing cars are my greatest concern.
• I don’t think I am going to be hit by a car.
• For me to feel safe means not to walk on Stuyvesant
• Cars are driving slowly and with high awareness of pedestrians.
• That I’m not going to get hit by a car
• Cautious drivers
• Speed bumps on Eastwood Rd and other busy streets
• no car threat
• I feel safe most of the time…not always or often. Around 95% of the time…except when there are unsafe drivers.
• Not at risk from other pedestrians, bikers or cars/trucks
• That the traffic coming in and out of the town is somewhat controlled.
• Not worrying about getting hit by a car
• Not worried that a car is flying down the road which might hit my children or pet.
• Cars are obeying speed limit, are attentive and aware of pedestrians, and give pedestrians adequate space. Most safe feeling is having a dedicated lane.
• Walking safely means not feeling threatened by vehicles
• You don’t have to worry about an inattentive or speedy driver running you over! And
• I consider my safety to be a) physical safety due to traffic, road layout, etc.; and b) personal safety related to my ability to walk alone without worrying about being bothered or harmed.
• No traffic, cars follow speed limit.
• Avoid being hit by a vehicle
• Making sure drivers are paying attention
• No speeding vehicles. No heavy equipment. No non-resident traffic.
• Have protection from vehicles
• Seeing the Police Patrols. No Homeless, or transients. Low Crime rate. Friendly Neighbors. Only issue is concern over bears.
• Safe from cars and trucks traveling and respecting your presence.
• Pedestrian paths, improved right of ways, wider roads to allow large suvs and trucks to pass.
• Driver awareness; observance of speed limits
• Not having to “dive” for the grass to avoid approaching vehicles.
• Avoiding cars
• No threats from aggressive humans or bears
• That vehicles are traveling at the posted speed limit. Knowing people from my neighborhood. Sometimes I am concerned that people from outside of the neighborhood park at the intersection of Vanderbilt and Cedarcliff. Either to walk or bicycle. I have had to ask people to not park on my property for this reason in the past (on Cedarcliff).
• Not being hit by cars or bikes.
• Vehicular traffic that is aware of walkers - follow speed limits and move over for walkers that are in the road or on the shoulder. Police can help.
• Cars tend to move over even when I have stepped off the road and often slow down.
• Traffic is calm
• To know others in cars and on bikes will give you the right of way
• That there is space for pedestrians AND cars.
• I do not worry about crime.
• I don’t worry too much about getting run over. But I do often worry about my child riding their bike in the neighborhood.
• No history of neighborhood crime no history of issues with bears
• I feel physically safe from being assaulted. I wish we had sidewalks or designated walking lanes on the road. Shoulders of the roadway should be filled periodically to prevent drop-offs.
• I am never fearful of speeding or reckless drivers.
• Not having to worry about cars crowding you or driving to fast
• At night it is very dark and with time change that is happening earlier and earlier
• That motorists are obeying traffic laws.
• I need to walk facing traffic. I also feel it’s my responsibility to watch and listen for traffic and to be visible. But, I feel it is the responsibility of the drivers to watch out for me and to move over when able.
• Not feeling at risk of being hit by a vehicle.
• Drivers see me and go at appropriate speeds.
• Good visibility and slow traffic
• To not worry about being hit by a car.
• Traffic going the speed limit & traffic coming at you moves over if no traffic is coming in the opposite direction.
• Avoid injury
• I can be seen by cars which are traveling at a reasonable speed.
• It means that drivers are paying attention and not exceeding the speed limit. You don’t feel like you have to dive onto the verge.
• I’m not going to get by a speeding vehicle while crossing a road
• I can say I always feel safe walking in BF because I avoid the high traffic areas. It’s a lovely place to live and walk.
• Safety means everything to me when I am walking. When I walk, I am taking in the beautiful wooded surroundings of Biltmore Forest. A lack of safety would keep me from walking.
• Motorists obey traffic laws.
• That cars and pedestrians abide by the traffic signs and signals.
• Traffic speed.
• The ability to walk without feeling threatened by excessive amount of vehicular traffic and
those vehicles passing at a low speed, along with a sense of police presence.

- Absence of risk of injury
- Trusting that drivers see me and pay attention to the rules of the road
- To feel comfortable that I am not at risk - and our dogs are not at risk - of being hit and killed by a speeding, distracted driver. That I do not have to fear that I will need to leap from the roadside/drag our dogs into someone’s yard to avoid approaching traffic (happens way too frequently) who is simply ignoring the fact that pedestrians use BF roads and should be respected - not considered an annoyance worthy of only a dismissive wave of the hand. In addition, I am fearful of a dead limb falling from a tree and killing me or my dogs because BF has no policy - and/or no enforcement - requiring homeowners to maintain their trees in a safe and reasonable manner, consistent with good forestry practices. Too much reliance is placed on Duke Power to trim the trees along their roadway power lines. While saving trees is a noble goal, it should not take precedence over public safety. The potential legal liability for homeowners - and the town - is enormous
- Safe from vehicles.
- Cars slow down when they approach us (particularly if I have the children). Too many people speeding and not looking for walkers
- Not getting hit by car or bike.
- Not feeling like I will run into a threatening situation/person, run over by a car/bike/bear (lol) or chased by a random dog-
- Many folks entering Browntown aren’t neighbors and have no respect for the neighborly etiquette,,, speed, distance from people and dogs walking when street is empty.
- Knowing a car will not hit you.
- Not worrying about getting hit by car or mugged
- Low volume of traffic, and driving at speed limit
- I’m never worried about getting assaulted
- Not getting run over by traffic
- I feel I am taking my life, my pets life and child in a stroller in fates hands due to the speeding
- Avoiding breaking a leg on a chance off-road-onto-shoulder encounter. This actually happened my wife once several years ago. Avoiding being run over by speeding vehicles not pay a bit of attention to pedestrians.
- Most of the time I can make eye contact and wave with drivers coming towards me. I can also step off the roadway in most - but not all - places if I feel a driver isn’t paying attention. What it means is that I can relax and enjoy my walk and the natural beauty of our neighborhood.
- That I can easily be seen by drivers
- It means that there is little vehicle traffic and if there is the vehicles are following the speed limits
- Cars go slowly, especially around curves and coming directly off main roads.
- Cars obeying speed limit, feeling safe around curves, cars move over to give pedestrians space
- avoiding speeding neighbors and those driving and playing with their phones.
- Room or sidewalks such that one doesn’t have to walk in traffic lanes. High speed bicycles are a major problem.
- low speed limit for vehicles, low traffic count, few through vehicles using BF as a shortcut/traffic avoidance, sidewalks or walking lanes (hint, hint)
- We feel very comfortable that the overall majority of drivers maintain the posted speed limits which we feel are appropriate for the roadways. We are also thankful for the constant police patrols throughout the Town.
- Roads well maintained. Drivers paying attention/not speeding. Space to step off of the road when a car approaches.
• Drivers obeying speed limit, using turn signals ...leashed dogs, avoid building sites.
• no speeding cars road not blocked by shrubbery
• Being able to get safely off the road with oncoming traffic. Vehicles driving safely in the conditions. Vehicles obeying the speed limits. Pedestrians being seen by drivers in curves and dappled light.
• Being out of the path of cars
• Being seen, given wide berth when able and not fearing being hit
• Not in danger by cars
• No fear of automotive speeding or reckless driving.
• Low crime. Biggest worry is encountering a bear. I walk facing traffic and single file if walking with a friend.
• To feel that drivers are behaving responsibly.
• Alert and courteous drivers who move over. This generally the case especially with long time residents.
• See earlier comment
• Small number of vehicles
• Alert drivers, shoulders to retreat to, good safety police presence. Do worry that walkers are not adequately dressed for safety. Dappled sunlight and vegetation often make walkers invisible. Need to wear something reflective, even in daylight
• no high speed traffic, light traffic
• Not getting hit by a car or robbed.
• I don’t worry about being mugged. There is some concern about being hit by a vehicle because many of the curves when you’re walking against traffic are blind. Also certain times of the year worry about bear safety. But overall I do not think any of these are very concerning
• Smooth predictable (not sinkholes or frequent changes from construction) roads. Relatively smooth grass/gravel/dirt on property edges beside roads are nice, albeit no homeowner owes me that. Trimmed vegetation back some distance, maybe 3 feet, from all road edges, is tremendously important to the sense of safe walking. Its absence creates a sense of stress and unsafe walking. That’s a problem in many areas throughout Town.
• I feel safe when drivers see me and don’t speed. I feel safe when I don’t see strangers acting suspiciously. I feel safe when trees are maintained and not in danger of falling in heavy wind.
• I think the safety concern is getting hit by a car. Otherwise I feel safe
• Knowing vehicles are yielding to Crossing roads while walking
• Considerate drivers and pet owners
• Clear areas to walk; drivers drive cautiously
• To not feel or experience danger when walking
• Feeling safe means that there is good control of the cars coming into and out of the forest, that those who are coming into the forest are known (id’s recorded), that there is good patrol of the streets, and that vehicles are held accountable for abiding by the posted limits. I feel most unsafe when walking alone on the streets because the vast amount of forest and land creates a situation where someone could become a victim. I won’t let my children walk alone in the neighborhood.
• Not getting run over.
• I won’t get hit by a car. Crime doesn’t happen.
• The amount of traffic is manageable and dogs are not running loose.
• Most drivers are courteous and leave plenty of room. Vanderbilt road is very busy and I don’t walk on it too much
• Wearing protective, reflective clothing
• Lack of danger from traffic, bears
• To always wear bright or reflective clothing --NEVER BLACK
• Very important; bright clothing; never at dusk/night; always face oncoming traffic
• Won’t be hit by an oncoming vehicle
• Not having to worry about getting run over
• Being alert and watching oncoming traffic; Walking facing traffic
• That cars will not come flying around carelessly
• That drivers are careful
• The area is very secure
• Cars move over when walking
• #13 should have “Most of the time” vs “Often”? I feel safe because I pay attention to oncoming traffic, and I feel I am responsible for my safety before anyone else or traffic regulations.
• Not being concerned about being hit by a vehicle
• That cars pay attention to me, as well as obeying the posted speed limit.
• To make it to my destination and back without incident.
• not getting hit by a car and not getting mugged
• Good neighborhood with people that you know
• Few vehicles, little traffic, drivers following road rules
• Do not feel threatened by automobiles driving by and not by other pedestrians.
• Slow traffic
• Not going to get run over
• Not getting hit by a car
• Car speed is appropriate, dogs are on a leash, bikes are not speeding, and I know that the police are nearby patrolling
• Not going to be hit by car; always feel safe crime-wise
• The only issue I have is sometimes with folks going well over speed limit, including residents.
• Drivers obey speed limit and pass walkers with wide girth when possible.
• I feel I have to carefully observe my surroundings with traffic. I think as a walker I should wear clothing that stands out. Not confident that drivers are focused.
• Clean clear roadways, space to share the road with cars and recreational vehicles
• You are confident that drivers are aware of and considerate of walkers. Busbee and Stuyvesant and Lone Pine and Stuyvesant intersections are less comfortable as folks can take the corners too quickly or cut the corners putting walkers in danger.
• Speed limits, road shoulders.
• Safety from traffic
• It means I’m not fearful of being struck by a reckless or inattentive driver, or bicyclist, and dog walkers have their dogs on leash and under control.
• That I won’t be run over by a car. And that there are no persons who might harm me.
• To not worry about getting hit by speeding cars or large trucks, (semi, dump trucks, Griffin waste trucks, etc).
• Slow auto speeds
• When walking, biggest concerns is whether automobiles see me since there are no sidewalks.
• Traffic follows speed limits, slows for walkers
• Not getting run over by a car. Not having a car too close to walkers- I feel safe when cars slow down and maintain a 3 foot separation.
• Feeling safe when walking means not having to worry about being in harms way. Not having to dodge cars that might not see you.
• Not being hit by a car or confronted with wildlife
• Cars can see you.
• I always step off of the roadway when approaching.
• That you aren’t going to get run over.
• Not having cars fly down the road particularly Cedarcliff and Busbee when walking
• Drivers are attentive and courteous.
• No one driving like a bat out of hell and hitting me with their rear view mirror.
• Cars abiding by rules and safety around people in the neighborhood
• Physical and emotional safety - I feel safe from any sort of harassment or violence etc when I stay on well traveled streets and always feel reassured when I see police actively driving about during my walks but I do worry about physical safety from vehicles while on narrow streets such as busbee or blind curves or odd intersections (such as walking towards White Oak on Busbee - it involves many bizarre crossings to do this while facing traffic in the correct direction.
• Safe place to walk without having to avoid being hit by a car  Good lighting
• No unknown or obvious people up to no good. Cars driving correctly for the area.
• To be safe walking means that cars give plenty of space when no other car is driving the opposite way, bike traffic doesn’t get too close to “buzz” me or my dogs, that walkers and cars can be on the road together safely.
• To walk and feel like I won’t be hit by a car.
• I won’t encounter a dangerous vehicle or person.
• Feel as though you are not in danger of being hit by a motor vehicle
• Traffic is light
• Cars construction traffic slows and gives wide right of way.
• My biggest concerns are speeders, peoples dogs and bears.
• That there is a mutual respect between the pedestrian and the driver. I believe for the most part, BF residents are very conscientious and usually courteous. Drivers when able, allow space to the walker so they are not forced off the road. What is frustrating is when walkers expect traffic to travel around them and make no effort to cooperate. We all appreciate walking through the neighborhood, but it needs to be reenforced the roads are primarily for cars. If people want to stay in the roads, they should get off Vanderbilt and Stuyvesant and travel the less traveled roads. Also, as a resident, we should be able to be safe in our own yards without fear of passing traffic. This occurs most often when doing tasks in our yard. If we are placing leaves or debris by the road for pick up, many times drivers are not respectful that this is a residential area and make no attempts to show awareness and keep the homeowners safe.
• Knowing that neighbors are friendly and that the Biltmore Police are always nearby
• Drivers are travelling at appropriate and safe speeds, give proper clearance and wait for traffic to clear before passing.
• It means that I feel like drivers are paying attention and usually following safe traffic practices, that there is not a lot of traffic, and that the people we see out driving and walking seem to be good neighbors without ill intent.
• That I won’t get picked off by a careless driver or attacked by a bear.
• Having a place to walk without fear of being run over by a vehicle. Knowing that BF is a safe community with an excellent police department. Access to well lit streets.
• Knowing that oncoming cars are adhering to the speed limit and most walkers face oncoming traffic
• Step off road when a car or truck is coming on my side
• I have never been hit by a car or have a close call.
• no speeding vehicles
• Being alert to oncoming cars. Walking facing traffic Walking on less crowded roads
• Cars stay in lane Speed law Cellphone use by driver eliminated
• No worry about getting hit by a car. By the way, I feel least safe at night when walking in the dark
• Safe from traffic
20.) Is there something you’d like to fix about transportation/traffic in Biltmore Forest that wasn’t covered in previous questions?

- Either owners cut back bushes that block line of site at intersection, or have the Town do it. Specifically: bushes are IN THE ROADWAY (especially dangerous). Bushes at North West Corner of Busbee/Forest actually block the Stop Sign! I can go on for days, if you want me to!
- Overall I wouldn’t change too much. I wish there were sidewalks along a couple of busy sections of streets with poor visibility, and I’d wish the traffic lights at Busbee and at All Souls Crescent were slightly more favorable to outbound traffic... but I understand why neither is likely, so I’m not very bothered by them.
- Easy access to Hendersonville road equates to easy access into Biltmore Forest and that would increase traffic and not decrease it
- Data on traffic patterns would be helpful to know. Also, on traffic arrests and citations.
- Designated walking paths would be amazing!
- Safety would be improved with roads having a painted center line and, in some instances, painted lines on the roads edge
- 1. No to speed bumps—I’d rather you put up stop signs at strategic intersections. 2. Actually follow-through and make residents cut their bushes and keep their piles of leaves off the streets. 3. It seems we have a lot of town-owned land that could be used for a looping trail system, but like everything else, this just gets TALKED ABOUT and nothing is ever done. It took over a year and a professional “traffic study” to get a 4-way stop at Cedarcliff & Vanderbilt. 4. More police visibility on the streets. 5. This is the 2nd survey of this type that I’ve completed in the past few years and we’re STILL talking about the same issues.
- None
- Foot traffic on Vanderbilt is quite heavy. A sidewalk is desperately needed. You might find that residents will gladly donate an easement adjacent to the road for constructing and maintaining a sidewalk.
- Make BF a gated community.
- Traffic in Biltmore is successfully managed, in my opinion.
- Close Hendersonville road accesses to Biltmore Forest.
- Make it less attractive, more time consuming for commuters to leave Hendersonville Rt and cut through neighborhood
- Improved stairways leading to parks on the sloping sides of parks. Older folks find the wooden stairways worn and unsafe, causing stumbling.
- N/A
- More police presence keeps traffic slower. Especially at intersections like Vanderbilt and Cedarcliff in the evenings when people are leaving the neighborhood.
- No
- We are lucky to have a Police force that are ready, willing and able to keep our Town and its residents safe!
- No
- There are too many people that attempt to turn left off Browntown onto Hendersonville Rd during hours where that turn is dangerous and/or impossible. Guideposts that would direct those unfamiliar down Vanderbilt to Busbee and the stoplight might be helpful. Not in favor or any more stoplights on Hendersonville Rd. Changing the Busbee intersection to be more of a right angle would improve safety but would also be difficult. Roundabout at Vanderbilt/Busbee intersection and Vanderbilt/Cedarcliff intersection would make sense (instead of 4 way stop)
- someway to prevent non residents driving thru especially at rush times and driving over
posted speed. Feel like Biltmore Forest is held captive every day between 3;30 till 6;30 when trying to access Hendersonville Rd
• The light at Valley Springs Rd and Hendersonville Rd has a 2.5 minute wait which is irritating but not a huge problem. What is a problem is that once the light turns green, if any car hesitates to move forward for the slightest moment the light immediately turns red and then the wait to get onto Hendersonville Rd from Valley Springs is 5 minutes ((2.5 minutes 2.5 minutes) I am hoping that the town could influence whoever maintains the lights on Hendersonville Rd to fine tune this one to give just a bit more time before turning red.
• It would be nice to have a pedestrian bridge from Browntown or Busbee crossing over Hendersonville Rd. Given the rise in crime in our neighborhood, it would also make us feel much safer to have the option of installing gates at the driveways to our properties and having a gated entrance with a guard at the entrance/exit points of our neighborhood.
• The traffic light at Valley Springs needs to change more frequently and have a longer duration
• Please, Please, Please lengthen the light for access to Hendersonville Rd. from Valley Springs Rd. It is red for almost 3 minutes and when it turns green only about 4 or 5 cars can cross before it goes red again.
• Access from Biltmore Forest/Ramble to the rest of Biltmore Forest via car without having to leave Biltmore Forest and go on to Hendersonville road would be fantastic. It would reduce the need for better light management at Valley Springs/Hendersonville Road and make the Ramble/Biltmore Forest section feel more part of Biltmore Forest.
• parking on both sides of the street, parking in front of fire hydrants, across the street from driveways making it nearly impossible to back out of a driveway
• More stop signs.
• reduce Biltmore company traffic continually monitor Estate tourist traffic
• Trying to get into/out of the Ramble with Hendersonville Road traffic is AWFUL most days after 10-11am, especially after the lunch hour and then with evening commuters. The traffic light doesn’t come on very frequently or stay green for very long, and the turning arrow when driving north from South Asheville and turning back into the Ramble RARELY turns or stays green. It is most often set to stay at “yellow”, and depending on the drivers going south and their kindness or lack of consideration to not block the entry into the neighborhood.
• need a right turn lane before the Eastwood light need a shorter duration red light and a longer green light exiting Valley Springs Road
• To the extent I don’t feel safe as a driver, it has to do with poor street lighting and a concern about striking a pedestrian.
• No
• No
• I feel like it is more safe than most neighborhoods to walk and drive in. Do not see need for change or any more traffic calming.
• Reduce or eliminate non resident bike traffic.
• No
• Speeding “Horse People” turning onto Chauncey Circle on their way to the Equestrian Center
• The visitors who bicycle generally go too fast. I don’t think they realize how hard it is to see a small moving object against the dark green forest and shadow. 25mph is too fast and they always go faster coming down hill. Neon Green shirts just blend into the scenery. Slow down and wear Neon Orange or Neon Yellow!
• No-all covered.
• PLEASE PUT A STOP SIGN AT VALLEY SPRINGS ROAD AND CHAUNCEY CIRCLE!
• Stop sign on Valley Springs Rd. at the corner of Chauncey Circle and Valley Springs Rd. Just outside the gate to The Ramble. This is a VERY dangerous corner. Vehicles approach the gate too quickly.
• I feel that the gating of Biltmore Forest and limiting the access points to 3 - 4 (manned or combination of manned & electric) from the current 7 would not only help with traffic volumes in the Town (especially from cut-through traffic avoiding Hendersonville Road backups), it would greatly increase the safety of the Town’s residents and increase property values.

• Bicyclists can often be a hazard. They often ride side by side rather than in tandem, ride too fast or erratically, and also can take up whole lanes, making it difficult to pass them safely.

• Enforce speed limits on more roads. Remind residents that the 25MPH speed limit is a maximum, not a minimum, and that the true safe speed at any time is dependent on many factors - road conditions, visibility, pedestrian traffic, etc. And that if one is driving at 25MPH, doing so is no indication whatsoever that one is driving reasonably or safely. Issue warnings first, then fines. Consider speed cameras if police enforcement is not practical or possible.

• Need center and should lines on all roads, especially Eastwood.

• Honestly I have been almost hit as a pedestrian many times by cyclists that (you cannot hear approaching) coming around a blind turn both head on and from behind (mostly on Stuyvesant) way faster than any car goes and they do not apologize or care that they almost hit me or my dog- they are going super fast, I cannot hear them or see them coming around a blind turn and it is more terrifying than a car because of the lack of sound (I do not walk using ear pods or listening to my phone) I truly wish they were not allowed to cycle in our neighborhood.

• Walking up lone pine to go left on Forest Road traffic comes too fast around the corner no real shoulder to walk on and traffic can not see pedestrians or dog walkers due to high plantings at road edge. Almost hit me a couple of times.

• I think everything is fine. I DO NOT want increased access to Hendersonville Road. I’d like less access to be honest.

• Yes. Many damaged and dying trees along roads that I feel could fall down.

• See above.

• Perhaps lower speed limits even more on challenging streets where traffic enters and exits the Town. I would like to see more bus shelters along Hendersonville Rd., as well as a lower speed limit (35) and crosswalks so people can either walk or ride the bus more often.

• Make Greenwood a dead end at Greenwood place so traffic is limited to people coming and going to their homes…

• don’t think speed bumps work don’t think we need any more of that. prefer pedestrian traffic on streets as opposed to cutting up forest for foot trails. Also would question if cut through foot trails actually lessen security. Would seem to add to the police department’s troubles.

• Too many trees, many old, diseased or leaning, too close to the roads. Hedges blocking visibility at intersections.

• Try to reduce the 2min15sec red light wait time at Valley Springs Road/hendersonville Road. Enforce speed limit on Valley Springs Road, especially in vicinity of Chauncey Circle intersections.

• The amount of large truck traffic on Busbee/ Vanderbilt Road is excessive at the moment…I guess because of the club project…we will all be glad to see the trucks go..or use other points of entry.

• A four-way stop, or a round about, at Vanderbilt and Busbee. Improve shoulders.

• I think bicycles are a big problem and their use should be discouraged and managed.

• Would like to see traffic calming on Niagara Drive. I’ve raised this concern since my family and I moved here five years ago as I have two young daughters. The traffic going to and from the Equestrian Center does not, for the most part, respect the 25 miles per hour speed limit. If a truck pulling a horse trailer comes down the small hill from the entrance/exit to the Equestrian Center and is moving faster than the speed limit, I have very little confidence that they would be able to stop if they saw my girls in the street on their bikes. I’ve asked The Ramble for speed limit signs (now installed); police monitoring of speeds (occasional monitor-
ing without humans has occurred); and speed humps. They say Biltmore Forest would need to approve the installation of the speed humps. Thank you for considering.

- Please put up more real time speed limit signs. We certainly need more of them.
- When traffic is seriously backed up on Hendersonville Road our police should be out and visible. Many drivers obey the speed limit but many do not.
- Nothing. Don't meddle with "improvements" and disturb the environment.
- Would never want any speed bumps except by club
- We think a 4 way stop sign at Vanderbilt and Busbee would be appropriate. We are already primed for it after Vanderbilt and Cedarcliff!
- Considering sidewalks but I don't feel that strongly about it; consider a centerline on streets that don't have them
- I think the Cedarcliff/Hendersonville Road intersection should be closed. Or only allow incoming traffic there.
- Nonresidents using Biltmore Forest roads to park to access National Park, MTS trail and GPS guiding for access to French Broad River or Biltmore Estate.
- Divers when exiting the gate at the Ramble travel down the steep hill extremely fast on Valley Spring Rd. Suggest a Stop sign at the intersection with Chauncey Circle. Also, a sign is posted before the gate that says no construction vehicles, but this not enforced.
- Possibly redundant, a designated off pavement walking surface on at least one side of Vanderbilt and Stuyvesant.
- I believe we should consider gating the neighborhood.
- We need 4 way stop signs at Vanderbilt and Stuyvesent.
- I don't have an issue with things as they are.
- Yes--have had 2 close calls recently--one a walker in all dark clothing in dappled light--The other a man in black pushing a black stroller. Would like new ordinance: All walkers and bikers must wear light colors or use reflective materials. Violaters may be fined.
- Better speed enforcement. Maybe cameras with automatic speeding tickets.
- Yes--have had 2 close calls recently--one a walker in all dark clothing in dappled light--the other a man in black pushing a black stroller. Would like new ordinance: All walkers and bikers must wear light colors or use reflective materials. Violaters may be fined
- Reflective clothing!
- More speed bumps on Cedar Hill, Stuyvesant, Brown Town, Ridgefield, Hilltop west side, Eastwood. White lines on all streets which are reflective
- Enforce speeding, especially from/to Hilltop on Stuyvesant from Carolina Day School out of road to school; Place a 'substantial speed bump" between 105 and 107 Stuyvesant Road. That stretch of road is like a Nascar Speedway. Ask the people that live along that stretch of Stuyvesant.
- There is no need for the 4 way stop at Vanderbilt and Cedarcliff. The speed limit of 25 mph is enough.
- Yes! Speed limit enforced! Nobody obeys it even when they see walkers-- B.J. used to be known for its fastidious care of its roads--They are in awful shape now
- Consider closing the exit/entrance to Cedarcliff Rd. and Hendersonville, Rd.
- I have long thought that bike/walking areas along Vanderbilt, Busbee and Stuyvesant roads would be wise
- Speed bump between Buena Vista and White Oak on short Busbee
- More speed control at Town Hall
- Question #15 assumes we are ALL discouraged from walking - it should have had a clear choice to state the "I am not discouraged from walking" Also - I am a fan of closing Ridgefield completely from Hendersonville Rd. Too many speeders along this short and narrow roadway. I will likely organize a proper survey of Ridgefield residences, as this issue has come up
multiple times in TC meetings, and did not show up as a significant issue in this survey... I will show up to ask questions about the goals of this survey, and how the survey can meet them... I experienced the survey as very high-level, and taking certain action based on participation and results seems like a longshot. Thanks for the effort.

- Yes. The second intersection of Valley Springs Road and Chauncey Circle can be dangerous when turning onto Valley Springs Road from Chauncey Circle. Visibility is poor, and vehicles traveling up to the Ramble Gate often come at a pretty high speed. To remedy this problem, I would suggest either a stop sign at that intersection, a speed bump, or removal of trees on the West side of Valley Springs Road, just north of Chauncey Circle, to improve visibility of oncoming traffic.
- No
- Roundabouts sound nice. Maybe better system at Busbee and Vanderbilt, most likely it seems to have traffic accidents/problems there
- None. There is no traffic here and current speeds, stop signs are great.
- Bike lanes going down Vanderbilt and Stuyvesant would be really helpful
- No
- No, good survey
- Even up or fill in shoulders that have large dropoff
- I wish there were far more traffic circles in town. They really help with slowing speed, necessary driver attention, and have been proven in helping reduce accidents. I also desperately wish there were sidewalks.
- Some stop signs should be yield signs AND some yield signs should be stop signs.
- No
- I am very much opposed to the idea of sidewalks in Biltmore Forest. Yard waste piles are often along roadway outside the p/u window. Yard waste piles often are too close to the edge of the roadway. Sometimes yard waste piles actually extend onto roadway.
- We MUST work on the construction traffic and young drivers who speed. I have been almost hit a number of times. I realize how challenging it is to see pedestrians but none-the-less the speeding are out of control
- Just to make ridgefield a safe street. There are 2 90’ curves that tractor trailers Etc come down.
- Bike lane for Vanderbilt to Biltmore Village
- Designated bike paths
- I prefer paths to concrete sidewalks, the roundabout concept instead of stop signs. Not the biggest fan of speed bumps but they do slow me down so I would support them.
- Light at Eastwood/Hendersonville Road takes a long time if you hit red
- No
- 19.1 make sure foliage does not block sight lines at intersections. 19.4 traffic lights are necessary given the increased traffic on Hendersonville road and help relieve the congestion at the Parkway egress by providing other controlled egress intersections. Excellent idea.
- No more speed bumps.
- The margin on Vanderbilt coming up from Biltmore should be improved (not paved!!!!!), so that it would be usable by bikers. It is now too rough...
- No
- The back entrance to Carolina Day has some bushes/trees that could be trimmed back (they currently scratch cars when there are people in both direction) and the road could be widened slightly and holes fixed. Not sure if this is the town or the school who is supposed to be maintaining that area - so mentioning it just in case. :)
- The trails in Biltmore Park are used for teens to go use drugs and have sex. I would not want that for us. I strongly feel that there is a way for walkers, bikers and cars to be able to use the
existing infrastructure.

- I grew up in Biltmore Forest and love its history, beauty, and tranquility. Don’t ruin it with traffic circles and trails like it is a brand new gated community that must meet residents’ demands for amenities.
- enforcing pedestrians to walk on the left facing traffic AND wear lights/lighted clothes at night
- Bike lanes
- No. The four way stop on Vanderbilt has been a big help.
- Turning down Greenwood Road from Hilltop, many drivers don’t stay on their side of the road and have almost hit head on. Road may need to be marked so drivers will stay in their lane.
- I personally do not like all the outside traffic. We are first and foremost a neighborhood. I do not like the fact the Estate uses the back entrance by accessing it through our neighborhood....way too many service trucks and the four way stop is primarily, in my opinion, because of the traffic they created coming off Hendersonville Road. I would love to see BF gated. There are way too many outsiders riding bikes and parking at parks and BFCC, getting out of their cars and walking around. I also do not believe the Day school needs a back entrance to BF. It’s an eye sore and not utilized by the majority of BFCC residents, nor do the majority of those using it, live in BFCC, which again increases our traffic and the need for more speed bumps. And last, but certainly not least, we must stop allowing left turns off Browntown, or any other non-stop lighted side road out of BF!
- I would like to see more attention paid to bicycle safety, bike lanes, share the road signs and shoulders/road edges maintained.
- Not at this time
- I realize this was covered in the survey, but it would be really nice if there were sidewalks and walking trails within the community. Thank you.
- The public right of ways should be tidied up and the trees better maintained
- Please get residents to cut back foliage hanging over the road--line of sight needs to be clear. The best improvement has been the lowering of the speed limits--that has made all of us safer
- Can’t think of anything
- Have more attention given to stop speeders
- Better marked speed bumps Police alert people to walk facing traffic and not walk in the middle of road
- A single lane sidewalk would be ideal
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